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ADVANCED

EL MFUE ANAGEMENT

...FROM SMI

The requirements of accurately tanking missiles with

• propellants is but one of the areas of fuel management

in which Servomechanisms, Inc. has demonstrated

capability. Propellant utilization and thrust control

are other areas in which SMI has developed highly

accurate and precise measuring and control systems.

SMI's LOX Tanking Computer, which has been in production

for the past year, accurately measures, controls and indicates

the level of liquid oxygen in missile tanks. Loading is

accomplished rapidly and accurately due to a unique

two-mode control system. The first mode permits

»-! extremely high pumping rates until about

f 98% capacity is reached. The second mode
then takes over and controls a precise propor-

tioning valve which adds the necessary LOX to fill

the tank within 0.1% accuracy. The second mode also pro-

vides continuous topping, thus compensating for LOX evap-

oration losses during standby.

SMI has currently in development, more advanced fue

management systems to meet the increasingly complex re-

quirements of the next generation of missiles and spacecraft.

SMI would welcome the opportunity to discuss and

propose solutions to your fuel management problems.

Write for descriptive literature.

Positions are available for qualified engineers and J )

scientists in the areas of:

Systems Synthesis and Analysis— Project Management
— Qualification and Environmental Test Engineering-

High Vacuum Deposition Techniques.

LOS ANGELES OPERATIONS: 12500 Aviutwn Blvd., Hawthorne, C<

MECHATROL DIVISION: Westbury, L. L, "New York

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER: Goleta, California

The products of SMI arc available in Canada and throughout the world through ServomechaiiMins ( Ccfflada ) Limited, Toronto 15. Onfy



What Valves to Choose for

Ground Support Operations?

This Guide

Gives You

the Facts

If you're a specifier or buyer of valves for missile handling and
support systems, this valve specification guide will help you. It

provides basic data on valves for handling rocket and missile fuels,

liquefied gases and other fluids required at launching pads, testing

stations, and operation bases; also on valves for fuel processing and
transporting.

The guide covers gate, globe and check valves, and all data have
been condensed into convenient, usable form. You will find it accu-

rate and dependable because it comes from Crane— world's leader in

valve engineering.

HOW TO GET YOUR COPY
This guide—"Crane Valves for

Rocket and Missile Services"— is

yours for the asking. However, be-

cause each copy must be registered

to its user, please write on your busi-

ness letterhead. Address the Crane
branch nearest you or use the ad-

dress below.

New lightweight

Crane 18-8 valve

for cryogenic jrj
services

IT'S CRANE FOR VALVES FOR EVERY SERVICE
Valves for specialized ground support
applications are but part of the complete
Crane line of dependable, quality valves

in bronze, iron and steel for all power,
process and utility applications. Consult
your Crane Representative for complete
information.

CRANE 9

VALVES & FITTINGS
PIPE • PLUMBING • HEATING • AIR CONDITIONING

Since 1855— Crane Co., General Offices: Chicago 5, III.—Branches and Wholesalers Serving All Areas

HYDRO-AIRE Division, Burbank, Calif.— Controls for Every Basic Air-Borne System
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Look Over the Challenge of Rocket Research in the Fields of

Advanced Propulsion, Experimental

Instrumentation, Research Design,

Experimental Operations
The men we're looking for should have a good academic background
and extensive industrial experience. They should he mature and adept

in contact work with our outside vendors. We particularly need men
who have the flexible outlook and the quick mind it takes to make
design changes in the field.

Designers of Specialist Caliber. Extensive experience in the design

of mechanical components, using a wide range of materials; capable of

stress evaluation, with a general knowledge of heat transfer and fluid

flow; good background in electronic control equipment, welding and
brazing techniques, metallurgy, and precision machine shop practice.

Senior Research Engineer. Degree in electrical engineering or phys-

ics, with an electronics major or equivalent and at least four years of

experience in servo design and analysis. His work will include: end-
element research; study of design criteria regarding dynamic behavior
of rocket engine systems; basic research in control system synthesis

methods; investigation of various control methods.

Research Engineer. Degree in electrical engineering or physics, with
an electronics major and at least one year in instrumentation or an
allied field. He will be a research instrument engineer, responsible for

creating complete instrumentation systems to derive theoretical and
experimental knowledge from research on statistically tested rocket
engines and other combustion devices. His ingenuity will constantly
be challenged by such problems as measuring high frequency pressure
and flow fluctuations, gas temperatures in excess of 5000° F, and var-

ious other parameters — including time, thrust, acceleration, displace-

ment, and gas composition — by spectrographic means.

Rotating and Turbo-Machinery Specialists. These men should be
senior research engineers with advanced degrees, no less than five

years of experience, and a talent for supervising projects or units

of engineers. Their work will involve applied and basic research on
aerodynamics and fluid flow problems of advanced rocket engine
turbo-machinery.

Senior Research Engineer. MS, ME, or PhD. Must be experienced
in flow measurements of unconventional type. His work will involve
research and analysis of flow measurements and the dynamics of
flow problems.

Instrumentation Engineer. BS, MS, PhD in electrical engineering or
physics. His experience should be in developing and using instrumen-
tation on problems directly affecting test programs.

Please write to Mr. D. E. Jamieson, Engineering Personnel Dept.,
6633 Canoga Avenue, Canoga Park, California.

ROCKETDYNE I*
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editorial

The Golden Field of Missile Support

One of the most critical tasks facing the missile

procurement people today is making Congress, the

Services, the civilian administrators of the military,

and the public realize that the tremendous cost of

the program lies not in the missile itself but in its

support equipment.

Under that hard stand from which the Thor

or Jupiter, Atlas or Titan is launched are miles of

pipe, tubes and conduits. Under the stand or in

the blockhouse and other shelter units are pumps
of all kinds for liquid nitrogen, hydrogen and oxy-

gen. There are pumps for gases, high- and low-

presssure valves from a quarter of an inch to two
feet in size. There are structural steel and sheet

steel, tons of concrete, other tons of reinforcement,

instruments of all kinds—sensors, recorders, gauges

and computers. There are generators for electrical

power, highly-automated check-out equipment, tubes,

transistors and dials, trucks and hoists and fork lifts

and elevators—and on and on and on.

One Titan will cost approximately $2 million.

A launching complex for a squadron of nine Titans

will cost about $45 million. Sites for other missiles

can be cheaper. Cost of Atlas locations will depend
upon the degree of hardening, that is, protection.

But multiply the cost of ICBM sites under any
reasonable formula and you come up with an
entirely new segment of American industry which
inevitably will run into billions of dollars.

This fact has not escaped the giants of Ameri-
can industry: big steel, aluminum, the automobile

colossi, the big foundries, the heavy equipment
people. Said a Pentagon colonel in procurement:

"I was at an official party the other night. One
of the top officials of U.S. Steel—not a division man
but a top official of the parent company—backed
me into a corner and questioned me for fifteen

minutes on how to get into the support equipment
business."

Many of the big companies now looking over
this field find themselves handicapped (unlike the

big aircraft firms who have had an eye on it all

along) by the lack of technical know-how. They
are looking around for smaller companies with
technical competence. Object: purchase, merger or
simply to work as a team.

The services are looking just as hard for this

same competence and particularly for new methods,
for many of the construction problems they face

involve new problems where new techniques are

demanded—at least, new techniques would be

welcome.
The Minuteman, for instance, will be operational

in two to three years—but long before that time

the Air Force must have trained crews and pre-

pared sites to receive it. The Minuteman is a solid-

fuel inter-continental missile with an approximate

one megaton warhead. Its site is a hole in the

ground—an inverted silo, some 100 feet deep, lined

with concrete. Under present plans the Minuteman
will be manufactured (by Boeing) by the hundreds.

And each Minuteman means a hole in the ground
lined with concrete.

Digging that hole in the ground (multiplied sev-

eral hundred times) is going to be a pretty expensive

business. So is lining it with concrete strong enough
to protect it up to, say, 100 psi from a near miss.

It can be done with present methods, but the

military would like to see someone come up with

a new method of producing the hole—maybe by
drilling, maybe by reducing the earth to liquid and
sucking it out. Anyway—just so it is efficient and
cheap. Said another Pentagon official:

"The man who can come up with a way to dig

a 100-foot hole 20 feet in diameter for $50,000 is

going to be digging more damned holes than this

country has ever seen. And—mark my words—he

won't be a big guy. He'll be a little guy with an
idea."

The same thought applies to lining the silo with

reinforced concrete. Come up with a new method,

a new idea, a way to do it fast and cheaply and

there'll be a golden reward.

It all adds up to the fact that ballistic missile

cost is like the iceberg, four-fifths submerged. The
weapon itself will get easier and easier to build as

the skills in such spacecraft advance, but there

is an equal—and for the moment, greater—need

for advanced ingenuity in the parallel field of missile

support equipment.

Clarke Newlon

Missiles and Rockets will begin a series of

articles shortly relating in detail the problems

facing the nation in the building of missile

bases, how the giants of industry view those

problems and the steps they are taking to

deal with them.
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SPIN FORGE SILE N1
jplicate that nose cone in absolute detail thousands of times and waste no metal. It can be

it by no other method and by no other machine than a Hufford Spin Forge. These massive,

ly automated, precision tools can produce most surface-of-revolution shapes within a tolerance

-.002, up to a diameter of 6 feet, employing hardest metals of varying or constant thickness

Dm .030" to 1". A giant step forward to assist you in meeting urgent production requirements,

afford Spin Forges may be seen performing daily production schedules at the Marquardt

rcraft Utah facility or at our own El Segundo plant. Additional units are currently in design

id construction stages. For detailed information, please

write The Hufford Corporation, 1700 E. Grand Avenue;

Segundo, California ... a division of The Siegler Corporation.



Bendix * has long been a leader in supplying controls and fuel systems for all types

of aircraft engines. Today, Bendix is proving to be a natural for new challenges

in related missile fields—on ramjets, rockets, nuclear power, and other advanced
propulsion systems. So, when it comes to controls, remember that Bendix has the

background—and is anxious to share it in solving your problems. *bk. u.s. p»t. off.

BENDIX "vision SOUTH BEND, IND.



Washington countdown

IN THE PENTAGON
ARPA is fighting back to maintain

its existence. However, the battle appears to

be getting rougher—and more open. Many
Pentagon foes of ARPA took heart from the

demand by Maj. Gen. Bernard A. Schriever,

newly-named Air Force R&D commander,
that ARPA be abolished.

• • •

Some experts are betting the best

the Navy can hope for in its Polaris program
is a 1200-mile operational missile by the end
of next year. But they say an 800-mile missile

is far more likely.

• • •

The Army's satellite detection

fence that went into operation in late March
is reported to be working perfectly. The
fence detected and located the orbit of the

Discoverer II satellite shortly after it was
launched April 13. Informed sources say the

fence is capable of detecting any satellite

whether or not the satellite is radioing a

signal. . . .

• • •

The Air Force has completed a

series of pre-contract tests of air-launched

ballistic missiles at Cape Canaveral. Award of

a contract for an Air Force ALBM is con-

sidered imminent.

ON CAPITOL HILL

Congressmen are reading a hair-

raising report put out by the House Military

Operations Subcommittee. The report—the

most authoritative of its kind to date—warns

that Russia has a good and steadily improv-

ing civil defense system. And it says the

better Soviet CD gets the more America's

deterrent strategy is undermined. But don't

expect Congress to do much about it. The
solution would cost billions.

• • •

Watch for a congressional investi-

gation of how much—or how little—about the

nation's space programs is being told the bill-

footing taxpayers. The House Information

Subcommittee can be expected to look into

the matter.
• • •

The whole GOP strategy to hold

the line on spending hundreds of millions

more for ICBM's is being endangered by the

White House. The GOP problem: President

Eisenhower's insistence that Congress authorize
hundreds of millions more for missiles for
America's NATO allies. The foreign aid in-

crease—little of it to come in FY 1960—was
recommended by the President's own foreign
aid advisory committee.

AT NASA
Present schedule for the U.S. man-

in-space program is: (1) a short-range flight

down the Atlantic Missile range in a Redstone;

(2) a simple orbital flight in the Project
Mercury space capsule; (3) an advanced orbital

flight in a maneuverable space vehicle; (4) an
orbital flight of several days by a maneuver-
able vehicle manned by seven men; (5) a per-

manent manned orbiting space lab; (6) a

manned flight to the vicinity of the moon;
(7) manned landings on and return from the
moon; (8) interplanetary flight.

• • •

Systems engineering on the Project
Mercury vehicle will be done by NASA's
Space Task Group and not the Air Force's
Space Technology Laboratory as had been re-

ported earlier. STL will be consulted about
the Atlas booster, but the Space Task Group
will do the actual mating of the various com-
ponents and will recommend to NASA who
the subcontractors should be.

AROUND TOWN
Diplomats are speculating on the

effect of possible British entry into the East-

West space race. The British are considering
the possibility of using for satellite launching
their new liquid Blue Streak missile which is

still under development. One reason that some
Englishmen are pushing a British space pro-

gram is to halt the departure of British space
experts for America.

• • •

Russia's next bid for leadership in

space may not be a manned satellite as many
have believed after all. Instead, Russia is re-

ported to have given top priority to launching
a spy-in-the-sky satellite—for peaceful pur-

poses, of course.



AEROJET

for

rocket power:

ORCFs BOM ARC

The liquid-propellant

booster powerplant

housed in

BOMARC's fuselage

is another outstanding

engineering

accomplishment

by Aerojet.

The BOMARC

rocket booster

is produced at our

Liquid Rocket Plant

near Sacramento.

10

A SUBSIDIARY OF THE GENERAL TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY
Engineers, scientists — investigate outstanding opportunities at Aerojet. (Plants at Azusa and near Sacramento, Culij.)
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industry countdown

Douglas gets ALBM
Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc., will get

the hotly-contested contract for develop-

ment and prototype production of

WS-138—the air launched ballistic mis-

sile. Air Force selection boards made the

decision following a stiff pre-contract

competition (Washington Countdown,

p. 9). The selection of Douglas was on
the desk of Air Force Secretary James
Douglas as M/R went to press. The sec-

retary was expected to make the an-

nouncement of the contract on his return

from a trip away from Washington.

STRUCTURES

To accelerate White Lance—an advanced
Bullpup packing nuclear warhead—Air Force
is asking $6.5 million in 1960 FY. Under
development by Martin-Orlando, White Lance
reportedly will have packaged liquid engine

by Thiokol. It may also have television-type

guidance system, although there are reports

this type guidance may be shelved.

Hypersonic wind tunnel producing speeds

up to Mach 10 is being constructed at Army's
Aberdeen Proving Ground. New unit is in

addition to existing APG Mach 5 installation.

• • •

Expect Chairman Carl Vinson (D-Ga.

)

of the House Armed Services Committee to

muster a strong floor battle for permanent
continuation of the Renegotiation Act. Vinson
is adamantly opposed to any change in present

strict provisions, despite urging of DOD
and industry. AIA and EIA say they could

live with the law if authority of Renegotiation

Board is clipped to keep it from challenging

incentive earnings and basic earnings on de-

fense contracts.

NASA $24 million prime contract for

Delta launching vehicle goes to Douglas Air-

craft Co. With revamped Aerojet-General

liquid-fueled first and second stage engines

and Allegany Ballistics Laboratory solid third

stage, Delta is designed to put 250-pound pay-

load in 300-mile orbit or send 110-pound pay-

load on deep space probe in 1960-61.

Nuclear-powered carrier Lexington is de-

ploying to Atlantic fleet with the first opera-

tional squadron of aircraft armed with the

air-to-surface Bullpup. FJ-4B's and VA-212's
can each carry five of the 540-pound missiles.

PROPULSION

With the Army, Wyandotte Chemical has

developed new solid propellant L-l, said to

have 10% to 15% better performance rating

than existing solids and a specific impulse of

260+ . Composition is nitroglycerine, nitrocel-

lulose, polyurethane, ammonium perchlorate,

aluminum, magnesium oxide and 2-nitrodi-

phenylamine.
• • •

Behind A EC's abrupt start-and-stop buying

of quantities of lithium and lithium com-
pounds, principally from Foote Mineral Corp.

and the Lithium Corp. of America, is this ex-

planation: AEC was using lithium hydroxide

in cooling loops of Kiwi reactors—and sud-

denly shifted back to sodium hydroxide when
it couldn't lick the corrosion problem.

ELECTRONICS
Present concepts of radio propagation may

be revised on the basis of Ohio State Uni-
versity's measurements of Sputnik III signals,

which indicate ionosphere depth of thousands

of miles. If electron density diminishes at

such a low rate with distance outward from
the earth, as researchers have concluded, then

ionoscatter path lengths may be increased

significantly. DOD and NATO may find it-

self with a surplus of its newly-established

ionospheric scatter mode stations around the

globe.
• • •

Breadbox to sugar cube size reduction is

visualized in Westinghouse breakthrough in

growing germanium crystals as thin, flat

ribbons for miniaturized electronic space ve-

hicle equipment. ARDC has awarded the com-
pany a $2 million contract for further molec-

ular electronic development.

ASTROPHYSICS
New theory has been proposed by Dr.

Harold C. Urey that the moon may have

molten interior with erupting volcanoes giv-

ing off gas and changing its exterior sur-

face. The theory gives support to Russian ob-

servations, previously greeted with skepticism,

of gaseous eruption from the lunar Crater of

Alphonse.



PYOGENICS
the Space Age

CRYOPUMPING
and the problems of space travel

To simulate the conditions on the fringes of the

Earth's atmosphere, engineers must produce ultra-

high vacuums (10'8mm Hg or greater) and cryogenic

temperatures approaching absolute zero (
— 459.69°F).

Such conditions, until recently, were laboratory curi-

osities produced on a limited scale.

Today, by using cryopumping, large hypersimulation

chambers can be designed and built to test both men
and equipment under these extreme conditions.

Cryopumping involves freezing out the atmosphere in

a chamber to create both the ultra-high vacuums and

the cryogenic temperatures required. Although its

principle has long been known, only recently was

cryopumping developed for practical, large-scale use by

the University of Southern California Engineering

Center and Arthur D. Little, Inc.

The special ADL refrigerating unit used in USC's

new hypersonic, low-density wind tunnel can cryopump

more than 4 million cubic feet of nitrogen per minute

at lO^mm Hg; at lower pressures, this pumping rate

increases. It uses only 50 horsepower. Conventional

vacuum pumping would require 500,000 horsepower!

Arthur 21JUttfofttc*
24 Acorn Park, Cambridge 40, Massachusetts

CAMBRIDGE • CHICAGO • SAN FRANCISCO • NEW YORK . WASHINGTON . SAN JUAN • EDINBURGH

You may be interested in some of the following publications.

Please indicate below those you desire and attach to your letterhead.

"Cryopumping for High Vacuum with Loxo Power"
Bruce M. Bailey & Raymond L. Chuan, Fifth National
Vacuum Symposium.

"High-Tempernlure Research in Space Vehicle Design,"
P. E. Glaser.

"Atmospheric Heo I

'-Transfer to Vertical Tanks Filled with
Liquid Oxygen" F. E. Ruccia & C. M. Mohr;
"Methods of Gaging Liquid Oxygen," R. C. Reid et al;

"Pressurized Transfer of Cryogenic Fluids"
D. C. Bowersock et al;

"Pressurized Cooldown of Cryogenic Transfer Lines,"

J. C. Burke et al, 1958 Cryogenic Engineering Conference.

Q "Superconductive Switching Circuits,"

A. E. Slade & H. O. McMahon, Proceedings of the National

Electronics Conference.

"Helium Refrigerators."

12

Your request will receive the prompt attention of

Director of Public Relations, Arthur D. Little, Inc. • 24 Acorn Park, Cambridge 40, Mass.
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Strategic Ready Reserve Studied

Contractual personnel would maintain and operate complex

weapon systems even in tactical use under proposed plans

by Donald E. Perry

Washington—Top Defense planners

are seriously studying highly classified

missile industry proposals which,

among other things, would involve

creation of what may be known as a

Strategic Ready Reserve of trained and

experienced contractual personnel to

substitute for uniformed servicemen in

firing complex missile hardware in

event of war.

At least three prime weapon system

contractors have submitted views which

are being studied by the Joint Chiefs

of Staff, Pentagon manpower utiliza-

tion branches and the war colleges of

the principal services, M/R has learned.

If a decision were made for retali-

atory "button pushing," contractual

personnel would immediately become
military personnel subject to current

Armed Forces regulations. The mili-

tary-missile forces conceivably could be

reduced to a skeleton force of tech-

nologically competent career officers.

An ultimate goal in the proposals

is future weapon systems contracts in-

cluding tactical staffing and operation

in addition to design, development,

manufacturing and testing.

All but the first are now done by

weapon system prime contractors,

many of whom feel that if war comes
tomorrow contractor personnel will

have to do the firing because of lack

of sufficiently trained service personnel.

The dollar volume of prime con-

tracts would swell to super-high figures,

but on the other hand, industry spokes-

men have told M/R, standing Armed
Forces, their training and subsistence

would be reduced far below the present

1.5 million manpower figure.

• The problems—-Defense planners

are seriously worried about the ability

of military personnel to maintain and

operate complex weapon systems.

Training costs of service personnel

climb to astronomical new highs each

year. Coupled with this is the problem

of service personnel turnover. After

costly expenditures for training, service-

men join the ranks of industry when
they are trained and experienced, thus

depriving the military of their services

at a time of maximum usefulness.

Another problem area is mobiliza-

tion of reserve forces. Planners are

ruling out any quick mobilization dur-

ing all-out missile warfare. The time

factor will not permit recruitment and
training in complex weaponry or trans-

port to aggressive warfare stations and

duties. One proposal for utilization of

manpower in reserve programs would

be assignment to minor defensive roles

and responsibilities and to take over

duties presently vested in the virtually

ineffective Civil Defense organization.

These reserve forces would thus be

used in a point defense concept with

the Strategic Ready Reserve force

manning critical posts.

• When will it come?—Industry

spokesmen believe that the first test of

the Strategic Ready Reserve Force

could come in the fleet ballistic missile

program. The Navy is quietly wonder-

ing whether service personnel can be

trained—and retained—with the tech-

nological qualifications to operate and

service the hardware and support equip-

ment necessary for instant retaliation.

MERCURY CAPSULE TESTS AT WALLOPS ISLAND

Island, Va. Mechanism is in the tripod arrangement on full-scale model weighing about one ton. Escape rockets lifted the capsule

to 2250 feet where the tripod was ejected and a parachute lowered the capsule to the water where it was recovered by helicopter.
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What makes a successful engineer?

InW.Uve-expeHence-im.glnatioa-in.eaig.nce
are .11 unpor-

a n,1 rontrol svstem for the Minuteman missile.

^ P rks their enthusiasm. AutpnetW young men also

a TrJcomp II a general purpose, all-transistor, digital com-

t^:™^ autoUc, machine tool control system

;

Bace,;
high-speed automatic checkout equipment; and many other

industrial and military products.

Today at Autonetics there is room for engineers and scientists who

seek unusual creative problems in electronics and electromechanics

PTeaSrSend your resume to M,N. E. Banning, 9150 East Imperial

Highway, Downey, California.

Autonetics ) A D.VISION OF NORTH AMERICAN AV,AT,ON. INC.. DOWNEY. CALIF

™ , allriHT CONTROl / COMPUTERS AND DATA PROCESSING

1NE»T,Al NAVIGATION / ARMAMENT CONTROl / FLIGHT CONTROL

Among the achievements of Autonetics' young men: The first successful airborne all-

inertial navigation system . . . first navigation system accurate enough to guide the USS
Nautilus and Skate on their historic voyages beneath the Arctic ice. ..first successful

automatic star tracking by an inertial navigation system during daylight flight ... first

inertially stabilized gyro platform proved operable in any kind of maneuver. . .first suc-

cessful completely automatic landing system for supersonic missiles and aircraft . . . first

transistorized portable digital computer with "big computer" capabilities.
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COVER STORY:

Bomarc Will Soon Move into

U.S. Air Defense Role

Boeing surface-to-air missile goes

to first base this fall, may displace Nikes

by James Baar

Washington—The Era of the Bo-

mrc is almost at hand.

In less than six months the first

ase for the Boeing surface-to-air mis-

le is scheduled to be opened at Mc-
ruire AFB, N.J.

At any time now the first greatly-

nproved Bomarc-B will streak from

!ape Canaveral where the new model

'ill begin undergoing flight tests.

Within the next year to two years

quadrons of nuclear warhead-packing

tomarcs will be stationed across the

ation at from seven to 14 air defense

ases—most probably more.

The first two will be equipped with

he more than 200-mile range Bo-

narc-A. The rest will be equipped with

he more than 400-mile range Bomarc-B.
• Air Force vs. Army—The final

mmber of bases to be set up hangs on

he outcome of the bitter competition

>etween the Air Force's Bomarc and

he Army's Western Electric Nike-

lercules.

Gen. Thomas D. White. Air Force

:hief of staff, has said 40 Bomarc bases

:ould protect the entire country from

ittack by manned aircraft.

The first two Bomarc bases are ex-

acted to have 60 launchers. The rest

ire expected to have about 30.

Bomarc-B's at any one base will be

ible to hit targets within a half-million

square mile area. The entire area of

Jie United States is about 3 million

jquare miles.

However, any Bomarc base-building

Drogram of such magnitude would be

:ertain to mean the end of the Nike-

Hercules program. And, at least at pres-

snt, nothing of the sort is being

planned by the Defense Department.
• Defense in depth—Defense Sec-
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retary Neil H. McElroy told Congress

only recently that both weapon systems

are needed: the 75-mile range Nike-

Hercules for point defense; the much
longer range Bomarc for area defense.

McElroy said the Nikes and Bo-

marcs used in combination with

manned interceptors provide the nation

with "defense in depth."

Richard E. Horner, Assistant Air

Force Secretary, said the Bomarc could

be used to do "the Nike job." But he

said it "would not give its greatest de-

fense capability per dollar in that kind

of task."

However, a recently completed re-

port by former Assistant Defense Sec-

retary Louis Furnas gave the Bomarc

an enthusiastic boost. The result is ex-

pected to be a speed-up in the program

—including the release of more funds

for base construction and possibly the

naming of three more base sites.

• Bases to date—At present a total

of 14 base sites have been chosen. The

first four and the order in which they

are scheduled to be completed are:

McGuire; Suffolk County AFB, N.Y.;

Otis AFB, Mass.; and Dow AFB.

Maine.

The 10 others chosen are: Langley

AFB, Va.; Kinross AFB, Mich.; Ni-

agara Falls Municipal Airport, N.Y.;

Truax Field, Wis.; Duluth Municipal

Airport, Minn.; Paine AFB, Wash.;

Camp Adair, Oregon; Travis AFB,

Calif.; Vandenberg AFB, Calif.; Ethan

Allen AFB, Vt. But of the last 10 funds

have been released only for Langley,

Kinross and Duluth.

By the end of next month the Army
is scheduled to have 62 battalions of

Nikes—both the 35-mile Ajax and the

Hercules—protecting key targets around

the country.

• Ten-year program—The Bomarc

program dates back to 1949. The first

production unit of the Bomarc-A was

completed in December, 1957.

The Bomarc-A is powered by an

Aerojet-General liquid rocket and two

Marquardt Aircraft ramjet engines. The

Bomarc-B is powered by a Thiokol solid

propellant rocket and improved Mar-

quardt ramjets.

Both models travel a; speeds greater

than Mach 2.5. Both tl\ at altitudes of

about 70,000 feet.

The appearance of both models is

the same. They are 47 feet long, have

an 18-foot wing span and weigh about

15.000 pounds.

More than a yea? ago much more

advanced "C" and "D" models were

contemplated by Boeing, but the plans

were scrapped on grounds that they

were not feasible.

• Guide and Guided—The Bomarc

is integrated with the IBM-SAGE com-

puter system which is used to fire the

missile and guide it to the vicinity of

its target. The computer then releases

control and the missile's target-seeker

homes on the target.

No actual collision is necessary.

The Bomarc is armed with a proximity

fuse.

A test Bomarc-A has been launched

from Cape Canaveral by a SAGE com-

puter 1500 miles away at Kingston,

N.Y., and successfully guided to its

target.

Bomarc-A's also have been fired in

salvos at different targets from the Air-

Proving Ground at Eglin AFB, Fla.

The Bomarc-B's are scheduled to

be tested for about a month at Cape

Canaveral. Then the testing will be

switched to Eglin. The Air Force an-

ticipates little difficulty.
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THE

DEATH

OF A

MISSILE

One of 40,000 parts fails and a 75-foot bird of space blows up

to end a rare association between man and machine— as pho-

tographed exclusively for Missiles and Rockets by Cornell Capa

by Erica M. Karr

A two-inch newspaper story, datelined Edwards
Air Force Base, March 27, gave this explanation

of the explosion opposite: A captive Atlas missile

exploded on its test stand here today. There were

no casualties. The same Atlas—Model 60—had

completed numerous other test firings at the base.

The missile was destroyed. Cause of the accident

was not disclosed. The missile had performed most

of its test objectives when the accident occurred.

Story behind this story developed in the block-

house where famed photographer Cornell Capa was

set up to snap "the new breed of young white-

collared engineers" who build on man's space hopes.

The "routine test," after two days of false starts,

had ended in the worst ground disaster ever suffered

by an Atlas, and the new breed of men, after months

of working closely with their massive steel bird,

suffered with it. Capa catches the spirit of the block-

house story from the first "pep talk" briefing,

through the moment when the deafening explosion

shook the ground and blew up $2-million worth of

missile.

At first the Air Force reported only that "nothing

fundamental or systematic" was involved in the

blow-up but—as later pieced together from Air

Force and other sources—the complete story is

both human and dramatic.

The captive test firing was first attempted on

March 26 after completion of prefiring preparations.

This try was called off when electrical difficulties

were encountered in the propellant system and traced

to "excessive moisture in an electrical connector."

The connector was replaced and countdown opera-

tions for the firing started at 10:55 the next morn-

ing. All went well until T-minus 55 minutes when a

hold was called to check the booster engine's auto

pilot null position. All clear again, and the count

was recycled to T-minus 60 minutes and continued

without further difficulty.

At 1:35 p.m.—T-minus O—a normal engine

start and the transition to main stage operation were

achieved. Then one of the tubes in the "spaghetti"

tube network of the engine cracked, spewing out

a small stream of fuel, and causing a fire followed

by a small explosion in the engine's thrust section.

This was recorded at 43 seconds. At 54 seconds,

a larger explosion and fire destroyed the missile.

"Disabling of equipment and controls," resulting

from initial explosion, was given by the Air Force

as the cause of the final explosion. It was later re-

ported by other sources that the sensor for the

ground pressurization system had stopped indicating,

allowing an excess of pressure to build up.

Air Force ended its report with this statement:

(Continued on page 20)
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PRE-TEST BRIEFING has air of a before-the-game pep talk as all hands get a run-through

on aims, roles, timing and a bid for close cooperation.

missiles and rockets, May 4, 1
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BAD NEWS at 1:35 p.m. explosion, recorded on the television monitors is reflected in the faces of the blockhouse

crew as the reality of the catastrophe sinks in.

"Because of elaborate safety precautions, no per-

sonnel were injured and damage was confined to

the test stand and superstructure and nearby ground

support equipment."

Questioned after the explosion, spokesmen at

Convair Division, General Dynamics Corp., where

the missile is under production, said the Atlas had

undergone "hundreds" of such tests and that this

was the first time one had exploded on the ground.

"We've been real lucky for quite a while on engines,"

a spokesman said. "When you're dealing with thou-

sands of parts (more than 40,000 not counting

subsystems), any one of these can fail. But that's

what the tests are for—to find any weak spots."

He pointed out that in Atlas tests the sami

failure has never shown up more than twice. "By

the third run, we have always had that particulai

bug licked."

A top Convair official expressed "high corw

fidence" in Atlas' reliability. "The V-2 achieved

80% reliability out of 4000 flights," he said. "I have

no doubt we will achieve at least this. We anj

awfully close to that now and this is still a develop-

ment program."
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Reason why failure of one missile part can end

n such a major catastrophe is the amount of energy

nvolved. An Atlas burns in 15 seconds about the

lame amount of fuel as that of a DC-7 on an entire

:ross-country trip.

While the explosion rocked the countryside it

ilso rocked the men in the blockhouse. Even more

than the representatives of Convair; Rocketdyne,

Lhich builds the Atlas engine; the Air Force's

-(Ballistic Missile Division, and Space Technology

'Laboratories, the technical men who had worked

!:losely over a period of many months were visibly

I
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affected. Said one: "I knew every pore of that bird."

That theirs is not "just another job" is quickly

evident to the blockhouse observer. The challenging

needs of the new space field have given rise to a

new type of technician and engineer determined to

meet them. Sporting crew cuts, white collars, bow

ties and a sense of purpose and dedication, many

of them live with their jobs 24 hours a day. Some

admit waking up out of a sound sleep to ponder

a problem. Others dream about them. Emotional

involvement with their machines is common among

them and when one fails there is a sense of personal



CAPT. DAVID FRAZER, BMD representative, and
Donald Fagan of Convair confer with fire marshal.

disappointment. When one disintegrates before their

eyes, as in this case, it is taken like the passing of

an old friend.

A rare team spirit pervades the blockhouse.

It is keenly felt first during the pre-test briefings,

when all hands, including the outside crewmen, are

given a run-through in an atmosphere of a before-

the-game pep talk. Every eye is riveted on the test

conductor as he explains aim of the test, timing,

roles and asks for a perfect record with everybody

giving it everything he has: "Your full coopera-

tion and attention is essential."

It would be in keeping with the tenor of the

scene if he wound up the meeting with the rousing

admonition: "Our team must win!"

In this Atlas test things moved like, and by,

clockwork until the first delay, then picked up again

until the second holdoff broke the tension. As the

countdown started again, from a relaxed beginning,

the technicians were soon busy again directing their

full attention to the job at hand.

NOTHING LEFT but the beak of the bird in id
nest. Ground crew man takes last look. Anotheq
will one day lift the first U.S. manned capsule spa

At T-O, all eyes were on the television monitor.

First reaction, as the moment of truth hit, was
one of complete disbelief, then reluctant recognition

followed by speculation on the cause of the explo-

sion. The fire marshal gave assurances that no one

was hurt and the job of gathering up the yards of

recording paper that charted each minute phase of

the operation was begun.

Last to leave the blockhouse was test conductor

Donald Fagan of Convair. The men filed out leaving

him slumped behind his console and went to take a

last look at the smoking and torn hulk of what

was left of their once proud space machine.

Atlas has now undergone 23 test flights. Out

of the last 14, which had complete systems, nine

were reported to have been completely successful

with four of the 14 recorded from 25% to 90%
successful.

An Atlas powered by Rocketdyne engines will lift

the first U.S. manned space capsule. Mercury, under

contract from the National Aeronautics and Space

Administration.

Atlas fabrication began in San Diego in 1955

with first engine tests run at Edwards in June

1956. Completed missiles were delivered to Syca-

more and Cape Canaveral that fall.

Convair's associate contractors, in addition to

Rocketdyne, include General Electric Co. and the

Burroughs Corp., radio-inertial guidance (to be

followed by American Bosch Arma Corp., all-iner-

tial guidance). General Electric Co. and Avco, nose

cone; and Sundstrand Turbo Division (formerly

American Machine and Foundry), airborne ac-

cessory power supply.





(left) Navy Polaris AX-1 flight test vehicle

at beginning of launch. Lockheed's Polaris fleet

ballistic missile is more than a year ahead of

original schedule.

(below left) One of the Santa Cruz test stands with

dynamic thrust mount to simulate flight environment.

Vibration oscillator functions during static firings.

(below right) Large centrifuge for environmental

testing has unique shaker attachment to provide

vibration simultaneously with high G-loadings.

TEST Expanding the Frontiers of Space Technology

Testing is a vital part of every stage in the development

of missile and space programs at Lockheed Missiles and

Space Division.

The Division maintains one of the most completely

equipped missile and space test laboratories in the world.

Equipment includes: altitude, temperature and humidity

chambers; shaker and vibration systems; G-accelerators;

and apparatus capable of performing chemical, metal-

lurgical, plastic, heat transfer, hydraulic, pneumatic,

shock, acceleration, sinusoidal and random vibration,

structural, electrical, and electronic tests. Static field test-

ing; research and development testing on controls; testing

in ordnance and hydraulics and high-pressure gas and
propulsion systems are conducted at the 4,000 acre,

company-owned test base in the Ben Lomond mountains

near Santa Cruz, California.

Flight testing is conducted at Cape Canaveral, Florida;

Alamogordo, New Mexico; and Vandenberg AFB near

Santa Maria, California; in a unique manner. All com-

ponents and sub-systems of a new project are initially

tested on known-performance, production missiles. Thus,

when the final system is ready for first flight, its individual

components already have flight-tested reliability. This

new concept of flight testing has enabled Lockheed to

produce extremely complex missile systems in record

time and at greatly reduced expense.

Underwater launch tests— including studies of cavita-

tion, wave simulation and skip motion— are carried on at

the Sunnyvale facility and at the Navy test base on San
Clemente Island. In addition, structural and other tests

are performed at Hunter's Point Naval Shipyard,
California.

If you are experienced in any of the various phases of

testing, we invite your inquiry. Positions also are available

in physics, mathematics, chemistry, or one of the engi-

neering sciences. Write: Research and Development Staff

,

Dept. E-29, 962 W. El Camino Real, Sunnyvale, Cali-

fornia. U. S. Citizenship required.

"The organization thai contributed most in the past year to the advancement of the

art of missiles and astronautics." national missile industry conference award

Lockheed MISSILES AND SPACE DIVISION
Weapons Systems Manager for Navy POLARIS FBM; DISCOVERER
SA TELLITE; Army KINGFISHER; Air Force Q-5 and X-7.

SUNNYVALE. PALO ALTO. VAN NUYS. SANTA CRUZ. SANTA MARIA. CALIFORNIA
CAPE CANAVERAL. FLORIDA • ALAMOGORDO. NEW MEXICO • HAWAII



How Far to Go with Redundancy?

Duplication seems to be on the increase in industry, hut many

experts call for limits on the expensive and risky practice

by Charles D. LaFond

Washington—Many design engi-

neers are questioning the wisdom of

unrestrained or unnecessary use of cir-

cuit and equipment redundancy. It is

admitted that by careful investigation

and analysis, weak spots in an elec-

tronic system can be predicted and

should be strengthened or compensated

for. But how far should this be per-

mitted to go?

Is it better for the design engineer

to duplicate relatively high-fail-poten-

tial equipment or circuit elements

without limit—or should more time

and effort be spent in creating better

circuit design with more reliable and

longer-lived components? This is not

meant to imply that redundant con-

figurations should not be used, but

that their use should not be the excuse

for avoiding the betterment of conven-

tional circuits.

The use of redundant circuitry for

achieving higher equipment reliability

appears to be on the increase. Just how
much industry is using it at present

is not known, but certainly a great deal

of time, effort, and money is being

spent in studying the feasibility of du-

plicating equipment and circuits in

electronic systems.

The requirement for redundancy is

based on the sometime need for sys-

tems in which no single component
failure can be permitted to cause a

system failure or even severe per-

formance degradation.

For those not too familiar with

the term, there are several kinds of

redundancy:
• Parallel-redundancy involves the

use of two (or more) identical units

or "chains" of equipment. If a unit

fails, its counterpart still provides ade-

quate performance. With proper de-

sign, some of the unit pairs produce

an additive output; that is, together

they achieve a higher-than-minimum

performance.
• This same system, employing

parallel-redundancy, may have some

missiles and rockets, May 4, 1959

units that cannot be operated together.

Here, standby-redundancy can be em-

ployed. The duplicate equipments are

connected in such a manner that one is

in operation while the other is a "'hot"

operating spare, or standby. Some type

of failure-detector switching device is

included for control.

• Circuit-redundancy is an internal

type of duplication. As a result of

careful analysis during developmental

stages of an equipment, the failure

probability of some subsystem circuitry

may be determined to be too high. To
correct this, an additional circuit is

added (where possible) for each weak

link. Necessary relay- or switching cir-

cuitry must be included also.

Since redundancy is a method for

improving reliability, the latter should

be explained. Reliability can be defined

as the probability of a unit performing

its function as designed for a minimum
time period and under given opera-

tional environments.
• Past use—Parallel and dual back-

up equipments have been employed

successfully—albeit expensively—for

many years. Commercially, the radio

and television industry has utilized ex-

tensively the philosophy of operating

standby systems. Equipment and main-

tenance costs are far outweighed by the

potential losses in advertising money

and audience in case of station failure

or rapid transmission degradation. The

military currently is a principal advo-

cate of this concept for obvious

reasons.

Because equipment reliability is

-Antennas for BMEWS-

GIANT RADAR tracking antennas are being built by Goodyear Aircraft for the Air

Force BMEWS installation. Mounted on 30-foot pedestals in 140-foot diameter

radomes, the antennas are among the largest ever made. They will provide a radar

fence in the Far North to detect and track enemy ICBM's as they appear above the

horizon.

The work is being done by Goodyear under a multi-million-dollar contract with

RCA, system prime contractor. Air Force AMC has primary responsibility for the

project.
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New Way to "Grow" Germaniumnot always high enough for their

needs, the extra costs must be weighed

against such factors as the saving of

human lives and achieving minimum

warning time for retaliatory offensive

operations.

• Redundancy studies—Studies per-

formed at Hughes Aircraft Company
have shown that internally redundant

systems using standard parts are con-

siderably more reliable than conven-

tional systems using specially chosen

components. But they have indicated

that although the failure probability

can be reduced by a factor of "hun-

dreds or more" system redundancy

should be used with great discretion.

These systems, said S. Nozick of

Hughes, are heavier, larger, and re-

quire more maintenance. He stated that

internal redundance should be favored

only when system failure is very criti-

cal in terms of human life or money.

External functional redundance—the

technique of relying on all or part of

another system to replace functionally

the failed system—should be consid-

ered by designers as an alternative to

internal redundance.

Speaking of a well-integrated de-

velopmental team designing a highly

reliable system with a suitable redund-

ant configuration, Nozick said: "...
a closely coordinated group with high

morale can invent its way out of the

problems that usually arise." He also

warned that consideration must be

given to the fact that parallel or re-

dundant circuitry might relax the con-

trol required on components or sub-

systems during equipment construction

and component specification.

• Future reliability—In the present

state of the art of redundant circuit

design, the requirement for specially

trained engineering groups needed to

develop these systems is paramount.

Although reliability can be improved

substantially, redundancy is always ex-

pensive and frequently inadequate.

The answer to achieving higher re-

liability seemingly does not lie with

redundant design as we know it, but

the technique is an effective and exist-

ing tool.

One potential source for increasing

circuit redundancy, especially in mis-

silery, is in the future use of semi-

conductor "solid-circuitry" developed

by Texas Instrument Co. and Westing-

house. Because of the small size and

weight and very low power needed,

these functional circuits may offer a

vastly different kind of redundancy in

years to come.

Andrews AFB. Md.—Westing-
house Electric Corporation's process

for "growing" germanium crystals in

uniform, thin, flat ribbons has earned

it a $2-million development contract

from the Air Research and Develop-

ment Command. In addition. Westing-

house's use of this material to create

"functional" solid state circuits is an-

other step toward revising current elec-

tronic design concepts.

In announcing the contract award

by Wright Air Development Center,

Maj. Gen. lohn W. Sessums, Jr., com-

mander ARDC, said it was part of a

broad program effort in this new field

of molecular electronics.

The development centers on the

method of growing the crystals, since

the final product eliminates the need

for tedious and costly slicing and pol-

ishing heretofore required. Westing-

house scientists said the manufactur-

ing technique permits growing the ma-

terial in the exact form in which it can

be used for practical application in

transistors and other semiconductor

components.

A result of a new knowledge of the

structure of material, the company be-

lieves the new method will radically im-

prove existing transistor manufacturing

processes. Westinghouse already envi-

sions machines turning out finished

transistors at high speed directly from

on input of raw germanium and the

two or three other materials needed to

complete the device.

The new technique for growing

DR. BENNETT, codeveloper of new

growth process, and the new germanium

ribbons.

germanium was the work of two West-

inghouse research physicists, Dr. R. L.

Longini and Dr. A. I. Bennett, both of

the laboratories' solid state physics de-

partment.

"The ease of processing dendritic

germanium into usable form contrasts

sharply with present practices," the

Westinghouse scientists said. "To pro-

cess conventional germanium ingots

into useful form, they must be sliced

into thin wafers somewhat like a loaf of

bread is cut into slices. Because ger-

manium is so hard and brittle, the cut-

ting is done with a diamond-tipped saw,

and each slice has to be three to five

times the desired thickness simply to
'

keep it from shattering.

"The slices must then be ground

down to the required thickness, further

cut into small squares, and finally

polished. Only then is the germanium

ready to be fashioned into finished

transistors or other devices. As a result

of all this cutting and polishing, about

80% of the original ingot is thrown

away as germanium 'sawdust.'
"

Not only is dendritic germanium of

the proper thickness for direct use, said

the scientists, but its ultra-smooth, mir-

ror-like surfaces need no grinding or

polishing of any kind.

• Functional circuits blocks—Re-

search results to date indicate that the

new process and the use of functional

semiconductor circuits may lead to the

development of outer-space electronic

equipment 1000 times smaller and

lighter than anything now in existence.

In describing foreseeable products re-

sulting from the Air Force's develop-

ment program, Col. Clarence H. Lewis,

director of ARDC's Electronics Direc-

torate, said the concept could take the

average pocket-sized transistor radio

circuitry excluding the power supply

and speaker down to the size of the

head of a match."

In use, these very small pieces of

crystal could perform the functions

that now require as many as a dozen

present-day components using conven-

tional circuitry, Col. Lewis said. He
added that two possible functions of the

minute equipment are the sensing of

environmental conditions and transmit-

ting the data to any desired location.

Feasibility studies are being conducted

on infrared, reconnaissance, flight con-

trol, communications, and other mili-

tary applications.

As an example of the size and

weight reductions possible under the
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lew concept, Col. Lewis said that the

aost modern system used today to

neasure the intensity of light in space

las a volume of about one cubic inch

ind a weight of approximately seven

;rams.

The Air Force has conducted dem-

mstrations with a Westinghouse light

elemetry subsystem which has a

rolume of 0.001 cubic inch and a total

veight of 0.2 gram. This equipment

tot only measures change in light in-

ensity but also produces a signal cap-

ible of transmission to relate the de-

;ree of change in intensity.

The number of component parts in

he telemetry subsystem was cut from

4 to 1 and the number of soldered

:onnections was reduced from 15 to 2,

hereby offering a tremendous potential

o reliability, Col. Lewis said.

Dhio State Team Makes

.ow-Cost Radio Telescope

Washington—A unique radio tele-

cope being built by a "professor-stu-

lent" team of Ohio State University

vill permit mapping the sky at a mini-

num cost.

Scheduled to be ready for opera-

ion in 1960, the telescope will consist

3f a fixed paraboloidal antenna, a flat

iltable reflector, and associated radio

receiving equipment. Both 360 feet

long, the fixed dish is 70 feet high

ind the tiltable antenna is 100 feet

riigh. Collecting area of the latter is

;quivalent to that of a 170-foot di-

ameter steerable dish and it costs

about 90% less.

Under the direction of Dr. John
D. Kraus and three non-student assist-

ants, the system is now in construc-

tion. The project is supported by three

National Science Foundation grants

totaling $272,650 and two university

grants totaling $21,600. A 20-acre site

has been donated by Ohio Wesleyan
which also will control the surrounding
land to prevent any operational inter-

ference.

Radio waves from the sky area

under observation will be received on
the tiltable antenna, reflected hori-

zontally to the fixed dish, and then

directed to the receiver system for

recording.

All components of the telescope

will be in fixed position on the ground.

The earth's rotation brings new radia-

tion sources in the sky into the field

covered by the telescope. In a 24-hour

period, a narrow band entirely across

the sky can be "mapped." Changing

the angle of the tiltable reflector will

move the band of observation up or

down, so that eventually a large part

of the sky can be fully mapped.

The design of the telescope is suffi-

ciently flexible to capture and identify

radiation from a wavelength of 21 cen-

timeters up to about 20 meters. The
geometry of its design provides that

regardless of the angle of the tiltable

reflector, radiation striking it will be

deflected via the fixed antenna to the

receiver. Structural problems arising

from mounting receivers high in the

air on movable antennas are also

avoided in Dr. Kraus' cost-saving de-

sign.

This telescope will not be able to

follow an object across the sky as well

as steerable dish antennas can, but will

depend primarily upon the earth's

rotation for its collecting area.

hush-hush?
If you're now involved, or becoming involved, in

hush-hush projects, you know how vital it is to have

sources who can deliver on time, to rigid specifica-

tions. That's why it's important to constantly investi-

gate and compare new sources — to be sure!

Cleveland Tool and Die Company has the capacity,

ability and facilities* to insure your success. We're

precision specialists in the manufacture of compo-

nent mechanisms, sub assemblies, gages and fixtures

. . . in custom machining, boring and grinding.

We've performed an important part in such exotic

projects as the Shippingsport atomic reactor, the

U.S.S. Nautilus, Redstone Arsenal, and Princeton's

new synchrocyclotron. When you talk to CTD, you

know you're talking to qualified, dependable people.

Please include CTD when getting your next quotations

... to be sure!

f President

CLEVELAND TOOL & DIE CO.

1740 Eddy Road • Cleveland, Ohio

We've prepared a little brochure for your files, telling the

CTD precision story, and listing our equipment. Drop us

a line.
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PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS —
Heat Rejection: 200 watts ... Inlet Gas Tem-
perature to Component Housing: 130°F....
W'eight of Fan, Evaporator and Controls: 1.25 lb.

m Ik
BP H| .HP

Spans the gap between direct ambient cooling

and closed cycle systems
• This AiResearch open-cycle cooling

unit is designed for environmental
conditioning of electronic and electro-

mechanical equipment in problems of

low total heat dissipation aboard air-

craft and missiles.

Much lighter and less complex in

operation than closed cycle systems,

this compact package is recommended
when required total heat dissipation is

low... large heat loads

for short periods of time, or small heat

loads for long periods of time. It also

replaces direct ambient cooling sys-

tems when ambient sink is not low
enough or not easily available.

Ammonia in this expendable evapo-

rative system cools sulfur hexafluoride

(SF6 ) which passes over the hot elec-

tronic components. The SF 6 then
recirculates for cooling, and the

ammonia is dumped overboard.

Applications of this system include:

inertial guidance system cooling, mis-

sile transient cooling, and spot cooling

where ambient sink is not available.

AiResearch has designed and manu-
factured cooling systems of all types

. . . direct ambient, closed and open-
cycle systems handling all magnitudes
of cooling loads and utilizing various

working fluids. We invite you to send
us details of your problem.

AiResearch Manufacturing Divisions
Los Angeles 45, California • Phoenix, Arizona

Systems, Packages and Components for: aircraft, missile, electronic, nuclear and industrial applications
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'Quite sure
1

Bell-Martin

will land contract . . .

BELL'S Dr. Walter Dornberger, "a man of stereophonic sound."

'Father' of Dyna-Soar Awaits AF Decision

by Erica M. Karr

Washington—An Air Force Source

election Board is sifting data to de-

ide which of two pooled-company

;ams will get the Dyna-Soar contract.

)ptimistic reports say the decision will

e made by mid-June. Others close to

ie project indicate a more realistic

et is after July 1.

During the last two weeks of April,

evaluation teams, numbering close

d 100 technical experts, descended on

lie Martin Co. in Baltimore and the

(oeing Airplane Co.'s Pilotless Air-

raft Division in Seattle for an on-the-

pot appraisal to guide the 20-man
election board. Winner of this two-

vay contest will walk off with a con-

ract which may eventually total $650
trillion to develop Dyna-Soar (from

lynamic soaring).

The Air Force has asked Congress

or $109.8 million in new obligational

lUthority for Dyna-Soar in Fiscal Year
960, with actual expenditures to run

$73 million in that period.

The manned boost-glide vehicle will

lave a global capability. Initially, it

vill be developed as a prototype test

ystem to explore the flight region

>eyond that of the X-15, and extend-

ng to near-satellite velocities and alti-

udes.

It will be a ground-launched, step-

:

ype vehicle, initially boosted to very

righ altitude and speed by ballistic mis-

jile boosters which fall away from the

|mpowered, man-carrying last-stage

;lider. It will be a "laboratory" for

j'athering information needed in later

|;pace development work.

One military role envisioned for

ater versions is in the "missile storage

in space" concept. Idea would be to

lave earth continually ringed with or-

)iting hydrogen-missile-carrying Dyna-
foars which would be controlled from
1 space station, eliminating the need

for vulnerable ground facilities and
advance warning systems. These could

be unleashed for instant retaliation

wherever needed. It is estimated that

$1.2 billion annually could maintain

such a defense network.

• Line-ups—Each of the two com-
peting industrial giants is backed up
by a group of companies ready to pool

their technical resources in a new
approach to system building—the com-
pany team concept as opposed to the

prime-subcontractor systems. On the

Martin-Bell team are Bendix, Minne-
apolis-Honeywell, AMF and Goodyear
Aircraft. Boeing, which also has Good-
year on its team, has in addition North
American Aviation, Aerojet, Chance
Vought Aircraft, General Electric,

RCA, and Ramo-Wooldridge.

Dr. Walter Dornberger, originator

of the Dyna-Soar project, and recently

named as engineering director of Bell

Aircraft's Niagara Frontier Division, is

sure that the contract will go to the

Martin-Bell team. If so, the ex-German
rocket expert will direct work on de-

velopment of the glider vehicle. Asked

"If not?", Dornberger replied: "Then
we will work on another version of

Dyna-Soar or satellite interceptors, res-

cue ships, maintenance and supply

ships, a shuttle rocket to space stations

or the final stage of a moon rocket."

• Dornberger's vision—Dr. Dornber-

ger is a longtime booster of the team

approach to space flight and raised

some eyebrows during last year's

meeting of the National Missile Indus-

tries Conference when he said in a

speech: "We cannot afford competition

for contracts to build space ships.

"In the coming years we will see

only a few industrial combines able

to develop big space ships. By pooling

facilities, brains and manpower, they

alone will provide the necessary capa-

bility and productive power to which

the nation may hand the technological

responsibility in the Space Age."

Dornberger is an old hand at new
concepts, dating back to 1930 when he

found himself heading a small group

in Germany's Army Ordnance Division

which had been directed to make mod-
ern weapons out of rockets. Later, the

man who was to become Wernher von

Braun's boss directed the 17,000-man

Peenemunde rocket operation which
developed and launched the V-2's dur-

ing World War II.

Dornberger began pushing the idea

of the rocket-boosted glider soon after

he came to Bell Aircraft in 1950.

Bell, in turn, started pushing it with

the Air Force in 1952 when it was

called Bomi for bomber-missile; but it

was not until Russia launched Sputnik 1

that the Pentagon worked up any

enthusiasm and got the ball rolling.

• Forceful—The father of Dyna-Soar

is a man of strong opinions who ex-

presses them in clipped, colorful. Ger-

man-accented pronouncements illus-

trated with forceful gestures. Said one

science reporter after a Dornberger

press conference: "He's the world's

only human who speaks in technicolor

and stereophonic sound."

Although his Prussian manner and

opinionatedness rub many newspaper-

men the wrong way, his sweeping as-

sertions always make lively copy.

Sample quotes:

Education

—

Our system is all

wrong. Everyone who has the brains

and guts should get a higher education

despite lack of money.

Vanguard—Vanguard was a mis-

take. We should have used existing

hardware. We would have had a satel-

lite up sooner.

Goals

—

The future problem is no

longer to bring a couple of tons of pay-

load into orbit but to bring 20, 30 or

even more tons at any spot in space

with the correct direction and speed.
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Manned vs. unmanned

—

Space can

only be utilized effectively by manned

vehicles. An automatic space vehicle

would necessarily have to be so com-

plex that the possibility of its failure in

space would be tremendous. Space will

be conquered by man and not by ma-

chines.

Anti-missile missiles

—

Practically

useless. Out of 100 ballistic missiles

shot at us, 90 would get through with

the present state of the art on anti-

missile missiles.

Long-range planning

—

We should

agree on a line of priorities for the

next 20 years to survive as a free na-

tion. Priorities should run in this order:

(1) long-range ballistic missiles; (2)

data-gathering research vehicles for cis-

lunar space; (3) all weapon system,

manned or unmanned, in cis-lunar

space; (4) data-gathering research ve-

hicles for trans-lunar space; (5) space

vehicles for commercial application;

(6) prestige flights; (7) stunt flights.

Space Race

—

Russia may put a

man-carrying satellite into orbit within

the next year. It may take us three

years to do this.

Royalties for scientists

—

Creative

thinking and imaginative engineering

should be paid for . . . the government

should guarantee a share in the profit

of later production for the original

creative mind.

Need for speed in the space race

—

/ have lost two world wars. 1 did not

come to this country to lose World

War III.

• Nazi failure—If the Nazi wheels

had listened to Dornberger, the history

of World War II might well have been

different. But despite Dornberger's

urging, Germany's rocket-weapon pro-

gram went into high gear too late.

Getting it off the ground had been

for a long time literally a go, no-go

proposition. Gen. Prof. Dr. Karl

Becker, head of the Board of Ord-

nance, had trouble laying his hands on

the money needed to launch this "out-

landish" idea; finally in 1932 he or-

dered all Ordnance divisions to con-

tribute 10% of their budget to Dorn-

berger's project.

In all it cost $300 million to de-

velop the V-2.

There was not much in the way of

previous rocket research and the team

had to start from scratch: How big?

How much payload? What distance?

"I sat down with Von Braun and an

artilleryist and we arbitrarily decided

to make the payload 100 times that of

the Parisian 10-pound gun with over

twice its distance of 50 miles. Size was
determined by the tunnels and streets

30

through which it would be trans-

ported."

First successful firing of the V-2

was not until October, 1942, and there

were 36 more before they achieved a

second successful firing
—"A lot ex-

ploded on the ground; we had no tele-

metering system, either, to tell us what

was wrong."

When problems came up, Dorn-

berger said, "I put my men in a room

and told them 'You get nothing to eat

until you come to a conclusion.' By

1943 they had achieved 50% relia-

bility, by 1945—78% and they were

firing 30 a day.

Von Braun, now director of the

Army's missile development at Red-

stone Arsenal, recalling his early years

with his old chief, told M/R:
"Dr. Dornberger and I first met in

1932 when I was a student at the Tech-

nical University of Berlin, and it

marked the beginning of 13 years of

close association and the beginning of

a rocket development program with

far-reaching implications.

"Selling the new ideas of rocket

propulsion and promoting and fighting

for the support of adequate programs

to fully develop its potentials, was a

tremendous undertaking. It required

courage, dedication and passionate per-

severance. Dr. Dornberger led us from
the shortcomings of our 1932 presen-

tations and transformed our youthful

enthusiasm into sober engineering

plans.

"He is a man of profound technical

knowledge, imagination and the ability

to combine the technically feasible with

Dyna-Soar's early explorations

through the atmospheric fringes will

erase many of the question marks con-

founding man as he plans for space

exploration. The rocket-boosted glider

will be a bridge between aerodynamic
and space flight. It could be used for

bombing, reconnaissance and scientific

and commercial missions.

The domain of the Dyna-Soar will

be that area between the ceiling for

air-breathing engines—almost 19 miles

up—and the floor for. satellites

—

slightly over 93 miles up. Excursions

out of this area will pose some prob-

lems, not the least of which will be

temperature.

The glider's return to earth will be

controlled from the ground, as will

positioning in orbit.

In its early flights, Dyna-Soar prob-

ably will be unmanned and will be

recovered after several orbits by an

the militarily sound and practicabl

These, together with his personal to

erance and warmhearted understandi

for the capabilities, limitations and p
sonal problems of his associates, ma
Dr. Dornberger the greatest sin

force behind German rocket devel

ment. And he shared with his youn
associates the deep fascination for

limitless challenge of future space

ploration.

"He was to me a courageous,

therly friend who, in many dangero

and critical situations, in particu

during the declining months of Hitle

Germany, never let me down. On mo
than one occasion he helped me
considerable risk to his own safet

After the war Dornberger came
the United States as a missile desig

consultant for the Air Force at Wrighj|

Patterson AFB, and in 1950 joine

Bell in a similar post.

He was appointed technical assis

ant to Bell's president in 1957, and w
named to his new post April 13th t

year.

Today, Dornberger, whose life

the most part was focused high ab

the clouds, has completed long-ran

plans for ending it there: "I want to

the first man buried in space. When
die I want my ashes put in a glass

and carried up by a manned space caa.

sule to orbit in eternity." "Von Brauj

said he will take them up there," sal

Dornberger, eyes twinkling. He addeli

mischeviously : "Von Braun says it wffl

be an urn with a hook and every yeaji

on the anniversary of my death he wfl]

soar up and hang a wreath on it."

automatic system already demonstrate*

by Bell Aircraft. However, even whe|

manned, it will be brought back bw

automatic control.

Presentation of information ma|

offer a stiff challenge. Re-entry in

volves velocities from satellite down a

sonic, aerodynamic lift varying froo

1 or 2% to 100% of weight, an
accelerations and temperature changa

which are limited by the structure an*

payload. Processing this information

to adjust the re-entry path will be aj;

important system requirement.

Accuracy requirements for tHI

boosted phase can be greatly dll

minished if the vehicle has the maj

neuvering capability to modify or coil

rect an initial orbit or trajectory. Thf

would reduce the amount of grouni

or airborne information needed, ant

the sophistication of components. Til

correction would be pilot-controllec
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ARTIST'S conception of a later-day Dyna-Soar with lentil configuration entering the

earth's atmosphere at a 90° angle.

• Configuration—What will Dyna-
Soar look like? The work of Julian

Allen and A. J. Eggers indicates that

blunt shapes with high-pressure drag

would be most efficient for skip glid-

ing since these characteristics mini-

mize aerodynamic heating, particularly

for relatively light vehicles. Later vari-

ations of this concept include the

lentil configuration which would enter

the atmosphere at an angle of attack

of 90°. in this way acting as a blunt

shape. Another possibility is a blunt-

nosed vehicle, which after achieving

entry would rotate to 180° so that a

low-drag "tail" becomes the leading

element. Bell's Dyna-Soar reportedly

will have the blunt-nosed Allen con-

figuration.

Dyna-Soar will not skip as it

glides down at slow deceleration and
its shape will be based on a high lift-

over drag factor. The Lentil configura-

tion will probably emerge in one of

the later Dyna-Soar versions.

Bell Aircraft's mock-up of Dyna-
Soar, still under security wraps, was
viewed by the Air Force's evaluation

team on its appraisal visit to The
Martin Co., Baltimore, last week.

• Human factor—Keeping the pilot

comfortable under the space-equiva-

lent conditions he faces in Dyna-Soar
means that for the region near or be-

low the glider's flight planners must
cope with the vapor pressure of body
fluids in mammals—47 mm Hg (63,-

000 ft.). Oxygen supply will not be
as much of a problem as in orbiting

vehicles because flights can be short.

Acceleration and vibration will be
similar to those in the launching and
flight of a satellite and can be kept to

similar levels during re-entry. One aim
is to allow the crew to function with-

out confinement of pressure suits or

thermal shields.

• Power—Early versions of the

glider could be satisfactorily launched

by existing rocket boosters

—

Titan, for

example. However, later versions will

be larger and heavier to achieve ma-
neuverability in space; hence increased

booster capability will be necessary7
.

Thought must be given to recoverable

boosters, apart from the already re-

coverable final stage, for economy rea-

sons. An air-breathing first stage might

be used; then re-use would be a neces-

sity.

• Rendezvous—To meet orbiting

objects in space, the glider will need
vernier adjustments in velocity. If the

orbiting vehicle is radiating elctro-

magnetic energy, homing on this source

could be achieved within the vehicle.

The power required for the glider

to "jump" orbit is comparable to that in

the original launch. In time these ve-

hicles will be large enough to carry ade-

quate propellants for making major
modifications to orbits.

A vehicle weighing 11.000 pounds

coming from a satellite orbit must dis-

sipate 1.58 x 1010 kgm of energy (11.45

x 1010 ft. lbs.) before it lands. Accord-

ing to Dr. Everett T. Welmers of Bell

Aircraft Corp., most of this must be

achieved by radiation.

"A solution to this design problem

which has been developed at Bell is the

use of the 'double wall' structure," Dr.

Welmers reports. "The outer wall, ex-

posed to the airstream, is allowed to

heat up to very high temperatures.

Radiation from this surface back to

space is approximately proportional to

the fourth power of the temperature.

The inner wall, which carries the struc-

tural loads, is shielded from the hot

outer face by a layer of insulation and

is further cooled by liquid passing

through tubes attached to its surface.

In this way all but a small percentage

of the aerodynamic heating is re-radi-

ated, the load-carrying structure is sub-

jected to temperatures of about 200°F
and thermal problems for equipment
and crew inside the double wall become
very simple."

The outer wall is of Inconel and
can take over 2000° F. The inner wall

is of aluminum.
Atmospheric density at 328,000 feet

is such that the vehicle could maneuver
at less than .01 g through aerodynamic
forces. At 246,000 ft., aerodynamic
pullout will be about one-third g's; at

180.500 ft., a maximum of about 2.5

g's. Below this altitude, structural limi-

tations are likely to be more influential

than aerodynamic forces.

• Landing—Between the time the

pilot decides to land and actual touch-

down Dyna-Soar will have traversed

from one quarter to several times the

earth's circumference. If re-entry and
slowdown come off as scheduled, the

vehicle, brought in by the automatic

landing system, will be able to land

within a rectangle of 2x5 miles. Tests

at Bell Aircraft have achieved this with

planes and guided missiles.

Both the Air Force and Navy have

proposed that a coordinating body be

set up for the Atlantic and Pacific mis-

sile range tracking networks—first for

the Mercury project, then for Dyna-
Soar. This is currently being discussed,

at least by the Air Force and NASA.
• Background-—Before the V-2 pro-

gram roared into high gear and halted

work on it. the glide vehicle conceived

by a German team under Dornberger's

direction worked like this; The A-9,

a variation of the V-2, was to carry

under it another vehicle weighing 191

thousand pounds. Termed the A-10,

this rocket booster would have a 50 to

60-second thrust to 440,000 pounds

and a velocity of 2700 mph. At the

A-I0's burnout, the A-9 would ignite.

It would begin its supersonic glide at

35 miles altitude and travel a distance

of 2500 miles.

This was based in part on the

earlier work of E. Saenger and I. Bredt.

Russia's glide-bomber work has re-

sulted in the three-stage T-4A test ve-

hicle. It is believed to have a 264.000-

lb. liquid rocket first stage supple-

mented by two solid-propellant rockets.

The second stage used the same liquid

rocket and the third stage a 77.000-lb.

rocket. It is estimated that take-off

weight is over 231.000 lbs. and that it

reaches a maximum altitude of 235

miles with ranges of 500 to 12.500

miles with top velocities of 5000-6500

m/sec. (16.400-21.300 ft/sec.)

Just how far the Russians have car-

ried this program to date is not known.
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Light,

reliable

Clary valves...

accurately control all types of gases and liquids under

the most stringent environmental conditions

Helium, air, corrosive liquids, nitrogen,

LOX, hydrogen peroxide - you name it, and

these Clary valves will handle it, surely

and capably. Their reliability is assured by

manufacturing tolerances that frequently

reach seven millionths of an inch, and

by Clary's complete facilities for extreme

environmental conditions testing.

When you want light, reliable, versatile,

precision-built valves, come to Clary -one

of the nation's largest manufacturers

of valves in all types and sizes for

aircraft and missiles.

EXPLOSIVE

VALVE

features:

positive on-off

action, trigger

release and

protected seat.

Re-usable - just replace squib without

disconnecting valve. Ball or poppett type

construction. Standard sizes

up to 2"- larger to specific

X
SOLENOID VALVE \
3-WAY, NORMALLY x

OPEN OR CLOSED

features:

hermetically sealed coil,

low current consumption

and rotable solenoid.

Rated Operating Pressure: 3000 PSIG

Voltage: 18-30 DC Burst Pressure: 7500 PSIG

\ Connector: CD 3102-12S-3P • Leakage: Zero

\^ Seals: "0

\
\— —-O*

rings compatible with media

Ambient Temperature Range: .'

-65°F. to 160°F. /

/

/

\ /
\ I

\ I

I

/
Clary

i Dynamics
\ /
\ San Gabriel, California I

\ /

\

/

\ requirements.
\
\

Manufacturers of business machines,

electronic data-handling equipment,

aircraft and missile

components
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-astronautics engineering-

Low-Cost Brazed Steel

Honeycomb Structures

Martin's new hardened alloy solves

problem of uneven filleting in brazing

and allows opening of tolerances

200-TON PRESS is used to press the re-

duced powders of Al O and matrix metal.

by Clarence A. Boyce, Jr.*

Baltimore—Brazing alloys avail-

able until now have made production

of brazed steel honeycomb structures

both difficult and expensive. The chief

problem: uneven filleting caused by
rapid flow of the alloy and its poor
resistance to corrosion.

These limitations have been over-

come in a new dispersion-hardened

alloy developed by the Baltimore Divi-

sion of the Martin Co.

The alloy is produced according to

established powder metallurgy tech-

niques. The initial distribution of the

aluminum oxide in the metal matrix

follows a method developed by R. H.

*Research Institute for Advanced
Studies, The Martin Co.

COMPLETELY BRAZED panel using

aluminum oxide dispersion-hardened braz-

ing alloy.

missiles and rockets, May 4, 1959

Read while he was investigating the

properties of dispersion-hardened cop-

per. Read dispersed the aluminum ox-

ide in copper oxide by wet milling the

appropriate mixture.

This method is superior to mixing

copper directly with alumina, because

the latter method yields a smeared
matrix and a non-uniform mixture.

Since the oxide is harder than the

parent metal, it is broken up readily

without noticeable plastic flow and
smearing.

Following the milling operation the

mixture is heated in a hydrogen at-

mosphere where the copper oxide is

reduced to copper while the alumina,

being very stable, remains unaffected.

The powder is then pressed and

processed by the usual powder metal-

lurgy techniques.

• Fine screening—In the develop-

ment of the Martin brazing alloy, the

copper oxide was replaced by another

oxide. The mixture was ball-milled wet

in a conventional mill for two to three

weeks.

After drying, the powder was
screened through a -180 mesh sieve

to eliminate any large particles and

treated in a hydrogen atmosphere at

75°-100°C for 2Vz hours to reduce the

oxide of the matrix to the metal, the

alumina remaining unchanged.

The power was screened again

through a -100 mesh sieve in prepara-

tion for briquetting. It was poured and

leveled at a depth of 0.029 inches in a

"push through" die having a rectangu-

lar opening of 1 3/8 x AYi inches and

SMALL FURNACE is used to sinter

briquetted powders at Martin Company's

Baltimore facility.
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RAYTHEON- DESIGNED Hawk missile annihilates radio-controlled F-80 jet fighter at 500 ft. altitude.

ARMY'S HAWK MISSILE is fired from mobile launcher.
Missiles, launcher and support equipment can be air-lifted
or quickly transported by Army or Marine pround forces.

NEW ARMY MISSILE DESTROYS

LOW-FLYING AIRCRAFT

This proven anti-aircraft missile operates even at tree-top

heights, in the blind zone of other radar-controlled missiles.

Raytheon is prime contractor for

the U.S. Army Hawk weapon
system—now in production and
slated for use with fast-moving

Army and Marine Corps ground
forces as Well as for the defense Excellence in Electronics

of U. S. cities.

RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Waltham, Mass.
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>ressed at 200 tons. The most desirable

;ize for the finished briquette prior to

intering was 0.050 inch thickness. The

iriquettes were then sintered at 1700°C

or two hours and reheated prior to the

oiling operations for a minimum of

ive minutes at 1700T.

With the roll opening set 0.008

nches less than the briquette thickness,

:ach briquette was hot rolled in a mill.

The roll opening was subsequently re-

iuced 0.004 inches prior to each heat-

ing and rolling operation and each

briquette was given three passes

:hrough the rolls after each heating

;ycle. The heating and rolling opera-

tions stopped when the material

reached a thickness of 0.020 inches. It

was subsequently cold rolled.

• Fluxing agent needed—By con-

tinually decreasing the roll opening

until the rolls were completely closed,

eventually the material was reduced to

a foil 0.001 inches thick. The finished

foil was then ready for evaluation as

a brazing alloy.

In the preliminary tests the alu-

minum oxide dispersion-hardened alloy

would not wet steel very readily at

1800°F and 1900°F. It was thus evi-

dent that a fluxing agent was required

in conjunction with the new filler alloy.

A foil of 99.7% silver alloy con-

taining 0.3% lithium was placed in

contact with the dispersion-hardened

foil and the combination placed be-

tween the skin and the honeycomb.

During the brazing cycle the lithium

in the silver-lithium foil was concen-

trated enough to flux the core and the

skin very thoroughly. Thus a successful

brazed joint was achieved.

• Psi increased—A difference was

noted between the flow of the silver-

lithium and the composite alloy con-

sisting of a layer of silver-lithium and

the dispersion-hardened alloy. Speci-

men of 17-7PH stainless steel brazed

with the silver-lithium showed slightly

more flow than the other specimens

brazed with the composite material.

Secondly, evaluation tests indicated

the strength of the lap joints containing

the dispersion-hardened silver was

around 17,000 psi, whereas the silver-

lithium joint yielded shear strengths of

11,500 psi. Thus a definite strength in-

crease was shown which prompted

further investigation and application.

Honeycomb panel brazed with com-

mercially available brazing alloy pro-

duced areas of no brazing caused by

starvation of the top surface. However,

no starvation appeared after brazing

with silver dispersion-hardened material.

The Martin Company is proceeding

to braze larger and more complex

panels. It is continuing the investiga-

tion of other fluxing agents and tech-

niques and adding particles other than

missiles and rockets, May 4, 1959

aluminum oxide as the hardening

medium.

• No adhesive—Extremes of high

and low temperatures in the environ-

ment of supersonic weapons systems

have clearly shown the need for new
materials and manufacturing processes

for the fabrication of aircraft and mis-

siles that can endure this environment.

The design of the weapons systems

that will be operational in the early

1960's is far ahead of the industrial

ability to manufacture them. The selec-

tion of stainless steel as the material to

be used in these systems, because of its

characteristic resistance to extremes of

temperature, has brought on the prob-

lem of how to join the parts of an

assembly.

With slower flying aluminum planes,

adhesive bonding was adequate since

the operational temperatures were

never high enough to affect the adhe-

sive bond. But with temperatures high

enough to require the use of stainless

steel, an adhesive bond is rendered

useless. The only solution is to use a

metal joint capable of enduring such

an environment.

Brazing seemed to offer the answer

until experiments showed that avail-

able brazing alloys flowed too readily.

This caused the bottom joint to be too

heavy and the top joint too light or to

have no braze at all. Also these fillers

showed a poor resistance to corrosion

which could not be tolerated.

It was these deficiencies in the ex-

isting brazing alloys that convinced

Martin that development of a new
alloy was imperative.

• Future significance—Brazing ac-

complished with this new alloy shows
that a sound, strong brazed structure

with even filleting can be attained with

none of the defects attendant on the

use of other alloys. It also allows an

opening of the tolerances since the

sluggishness of the melted alloy allows

it to stay where it is placed and bridge

the increased gap between skin and
core.

These properties were first sus-

pected by Dr. Howard R. Peiffer dur-

ing basic metallurgical experiments

with silver a{ the Research Institute for

Advanced Studies.

Important as this development is at

present, its use in the missiles and

space ships of the near future will show
the real significance of this process.

Methods of Machining

DIAGONAL CUT on stainless steel honeycomb is made by using overlay template for

cavity machining. Lower picture shows how spiral cut is made in contour machining.
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more about the missile week

Board Chairman George M. Bunker

continues as Martin Co.'s chief execu-

tive officer. But under management re-

alignment, former executive vp William

B. Bergen becomes president and prin-

cipal operating officer. Move frees

Bunker for long-range planning.

In a top management reshuffle,

Frank Pace, Jr. has been named
chairman of the board of General

Dynamics Corp. Succeeding Pace as

president is former executive vice presi-

dent Earl Dallam Johnson. Carleton

Shugg, a senior vp and general man-

ager of the Electric Boat Division,

moves up to president of Electric Boat.

Elevated from general manager to

president of the General Atomic Divi-

sion is Dr. Frederic de Hoffmann.

Page Communications Engineers

has become a wholly-owned subsidiary

of the Northrop Corp. The company,

engaged in Army and Navy communi-

cations, says it is working on a system

to produce long-range, highly reliable

air-to-ground and point-to-point com-

munications over distances up to 3000

miles.

MIT's Dr. C. S. Draper, pioneer

inventor of inertial guidance systems,

is taking over the vacant chairmanship

of the National Inventors Council. He
succeeds the late Charles F. Kettering.

Homer H. Ewing of Du Pont's develop-

ment department has been named

council secretary.

New fast tax write-off certificates

issued by the Office of Civil and De-

fense Mobilization include: Thiokol

Chemical, Bristol, Pa., 70% of $1.3

million; Sylvania Electric Products,

Mountain View, Calif., 60% of

$920,000 and Aeronutronic Systems,

Calif., 60% of $401,000.

Missile stress factors will be fea-

tured at the Society for Experimental

Stress Analysis meeting starting May
20 in Washington.

United Aircraft Corp.'s Hamilton

Standard division is creating a new

department for the design, develop-

ment and production of specialized

missile ground support equipment.

Heading up the new organization is

Edwin D. Eaton, formerly chief of

experimental operations . . . Temco
Aircraft Corp. is establishing a new

electronics division and separate divi-

sions for missiles and aircraft and air-

craft overhaul. And B. F. Goodrich

Co. and High Voltage Engineering

Corp. have joined in the formation of

Goodrich-High Voltage Astronautics

Inc. to produce ion propulsion engines

for space vehicles.

AF's Hound Dog—supersonic jet-

propelled guided missile—was launched

successfully for the first time April 23

from an Eglin AFB B-52 bomber. A
two-stage Cree test vehicle fired the

same day at Eglin went to an altitude

of 70,000 feet to test a deceleration

parachute for the Mercury manned
space vehicle. A malfunction after igni-

tion April 28 stopped a scheduled Titan

stage separation test just as the vehicle

was to leave the launch pad.

NORTH AMERICAN'S Hound Dog air-to-ground missile carried by a Boeing B-52 jet

of the Strategic Air Command. The new missile is currently in operational test.
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Cape Operating at

One-Fifth Capacity

Washington—The Cape Canaveral

Missile Test Center—one of the key!

elements in the nation's space and mis-1

sile program—is operating at only one-|

fifth of its current capacity.

Maj. Gen. D. N. Yates, commander]

of the half-billion-dollar test center,!

told M/R that Canaveral's present

overall facilities could handle five times;

the present number of rocket launch-:

ings "without spending another dime."

Some critics have charged the test

center's capacity for handling rocket

launchings was a roadblock to speeding:

up the nation's space program.

Yates said there are only two rea-

sons why the center isn't launching

more rockets:

• More launchings are not called

for in particular rocket development

programs.

• Or, additional rockets are not

available.

Moreover, he said the center has

room for increasing possibly 15 to 20|

times the amount of testing including

many new type rockets in the years

ahead.

"We already are planning for test

programs that we only are imagining,"

he said. "Huge rockets for space ex-

ploration projects that so far aren't

even programmed."

Yates also said he thought the day

is fast coming when both the U.S. At-

lantic and Pacific Missile Ranges along

with other missile ranges around the

world must centrally coordinate their

tracking and monitoring facilities.

"This type of coordination will be

essential for such programs as Project

Mercury and Dyna-Soar," he said.

On other developments, Yates said:

• The United States can have a man
in orbit within a "year or so" under

the current man-in-space program.

However, much remains to be done

before the goal can be achieved.

• U.S. engineers have developed a

successful method for cutting off opera-

tion of solid propellant rockets in flight.

The method being used is classified.

• The Boeing Minuteman, when

ready for testing from the Cape, will

be fired from a model of the inverted

silos that will be used later to house

Minutemen at hardened ICBM bases.

• Planning is underway for building

facilities for testing the Martin Persh-

ing and the 1.3-million-pound-thrust

Saturn at the Cape.
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NOTABLE ACHIEVEMENTS AT JPI

JPL PIONEERING CONTINUES WITH

THE LAUNCHING OF THE FIRST

SUCCESSFUL AMERICAN MOON PROBE ^

The JPL tracking station at Goldstone

in the Mo/'ave Desert in California

Early on March 3, 1959, Pioneer IV

space probe was launched from Cape

Canaveral, Florida to become America's

first deep-space vehicle capable of

escaping the earth's gravitational pull.

On its way past the moon and out into

lorbit around the sun, this new man-made

I planet sent back valuable information on

'the radiations present in space. Several

Free World tracking stations clearly

received its transmitted signal and

helped to establish its distance, velocity,

and direction.

Under the sponsorship of the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration,

JPL designed and built not only the con-

ical payload of Pioneer IV but also

the three upper stages of the Juno II

launching vehicle, containing new high-

performance JPL solid propellant rockets.

Over a year ago the same JPL team,

in cooperation with ABMA, gave America

its first earth satellite, Explorer I, using a

similarly reliable vehicle-the Jupiter C.

Now, more advanced space vehicle

programs are under way at JPL— pro-

grams which include development of

guidance and propulsion systems for

accurate maneuvers many million miles

from the earth.

OPPORTUNITIES NOW
OPEN IN THESE FIELDS
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CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

JET PROPULSION LABORATORY
A Research Facility of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration

PASADENA. CALIFORNIA
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EXPANDED
RESEARCH

to advance new concepts of

SPACE FLIGHT
© Expanded Research programs to meet the most complex technological

requirements of the Space Age are only one of the far-reaching objectives

of the new multi-million-dollar Lockheed Research Center, near Los

Angeles. Destined to become one of the nation's major research instal-

lations, its programs are broad in scope and designed to investigate new

frontiers of space flight.

W A primary consideration in planning the new Research Center was to

provide environment for scientific freedom and ideal research conditions

— using the most advanced equipment available. This modern, integrated

research facility will touch almost every aspect of aviation and transporta-

tion—leading toward exploration into completely new or relatively un-

developed fields of science and industry.

Won completion, most of Lockheed's California Division's research

facilities will be located in this single area. The Center will provide com-

plete research facilities in all fields related to both atmospheric and space

flight— including propulsion, physiology, aerodynamics and space dy-

namics; advanced electronics in microwave propagation and infrared;

acoustics; mechanical and chemical engineering and plasma/magneto-

hydrodynamics; thermal electricity; optics; data communications; test

and servo-mechanisms.

W The first phase of the advanced research building program has already

begun—with initial construction of a $5,000,000 supersonic wind tunnel

and high-altitude environmental test facilities.

Scientists and engineers of high caliber are invited to take advantage of

outstanding career opportunities in this new Lockheed Research Center.

Openings now exist for thoroughly qualified personnel in: Electronics;

aero and thermo dynamics; propulsion; servo-mechanisms; materials

and processes; structures and stress; operations research; research in

optics, infrared, acoustics, magnetohydrodynamics, instrumentation,

mechanics and hydraulics; mathematics and in all phases of design.

Write today to: Mr. E. W. Des Lauriers, Manager Professional Place-
ment Staff, Dept. 17051, 1708 Empirt Avenue, Burbank, California.

LOCKHEED
CALIFORNIA DIVISION
BURBANK, CALIFORNIA
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NASA Names Hagen
to Coordinate Programs

Washington—John P. Hagen. Di-

1

rector of the Vanguard Division since
|

its inception, has been appointed As-
sistant Director for Program Coordina-
tion of the National Aeronautics and'j

Space Administration.

Hagen will serve as operations man-
ager of NASA's Office of Space Flight

Development, coordinating and review-
ing the progress of the office's various
scientific and technical programs.

The Vanguard program, which
Hagen directed first for the Navy and.
then for NASA, is being phased out.

The rest of the Vanguard staff will be,

integrated into the Beltsville Space
Flight Center.

NASA Space Flight

Center Named for Goddard
Washington—NASA Administra-

tor T. Keith Glennan has announced
that the agency's new 550-acre, 450-
man Space Flight Center near Belts-

ville, Md., will be named for Robert H.
Goddard, American pioneer in rocket!

research.

The Goddard Space Flight Center
will perform NASA's basic space re-

search and will be responsible for the

development of satellites, space probes
and vehicles, tracking, communications,
and data reduction systems.

The Center's 100,000 square feet of
laboratory and office floor space will be

ready for occupancy in mid-1960. Its

staff is now housed at the Naval Re-
search Laboratories, at the Langley
Research Center.

Organization of the new Center in-

cludes a director, not yet appointed,

three major research and development
groups headed by assistant directors,

business administration and technical

service departments.

The three major research groups,

and their Assistant Directors, are:

Space Science and Satellite Appli-

cations—Directed by John W. Town-
send, Jr., includes the Space Sciences,

Theoretical Satellite Applications Sys-

tems, and Payload Systems Divisions.

Tracking and Data Systems—Di-

rected by John T. Mengel, includes the

Tracking Systems, Data Systems, andi

Support Divisions.

Manned Satellites—Directed by

Robert R. Gilruth, includes the Flight

Systems, Engineering and Specifica-

tions, and Operations Divisions, and
also the Mercury manned space flight

project.

Michael J. Vaccaro, former per-

sonnel director at the Lewis Research

Center, has been appointed business

manager of the Space Center.
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New Bendix DC-PAK is like magic

REMENDOUS POWER OUTPUT IN A TINY STATIC PACKAGE

/ith its new line of DC-Paks*, Bendix now offers the latest in

atic power supplies for the aircraft and missile industries. Light-

eight and compact, the DC-Pak provides reliable power packaged
i the most practical manner for those industries where weight

id space are at a premium.
The DC-Pak is built to give thousands of hours of efficient,

ouble-free operation. Made with only four major parts (and no
loving parts), it requires an absolute minimum of maintenance,

or example, even a dead short across the output for a full hour

ill not harm the DC-Pak. Also input surge protection can be

rovided.

Units can be supplied with either single or multiple output,

epending upon the needs of the customer. For full details on
lese transistorized units—and how they can be tailored to your

tact voltage and amperage requirements—write bendix aviation

ORPORATION, EATONTOWN, NEW JERSEY.

^TRADEMARK, BENDIX AVIATION CORPORATION

Specifications of Typical DC-Pak Units

Power Output 100 Watts 50 Watts

Output Voltage 500-5% VDC, 200 MA 250-5% VDC. 200 MA
Input Voltage 24-30 VDC, 27.5 Nominal 24-30 VDC. 27.5 Nominal

Voltage Regulation 5%; half to full load 6%; half to bill load

Max. Operating Temp. (Ambient)
. , +60°C. +71°C.

Max. Mounting Base Temperature , +71°C. +80°C.

Min. Operating Temp. (Ambient) . -40°C. -40°C.

Storage Temperature -65°C. to +100°C. - 65°C. to +100°C.

Max. Surge Voltage 80 V. Peak 80 V. Peak

Ripple 1% RMS 1% RMS
Efficiency 80% at 25°C. 80% at 25°C.

Weight 1 lb. 8 oz. I lb. 8 oz.

Size SVie x 2'/e x 2Y, S sAe x 2'/> x 2V,

Electrical Connection Four-Pin Connector Four-Pin Connector

Accessibility All parts are completely All parts are completely
accessible and inter- accessible and inter-

changeable, changeable.

West Coast Office: 1 1 7 E. Providencia, Eurbonk Calif.

Export Sales and Service: Bendix International Division, 205 E. 42nd St.,

New York 17, N. Y.

Canadian Affiliate: Aviation Electric, Ltd., P. O. Box 6102, Montreal, Quebec.

woaw^ Division
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letters

what's

happening
in Tucson?
tucson is free of the tensions and
hustle of big cities. Tucson offers its

residents a truly cultural atmosphere in

a dry healthful climate with an average
of 1 1 hours of sunshine every day.

The University of Arizona, with an
enrollment over 15,000, functions as
the center of cultural activities — offer-

ing a variety of orchestral, choral and
dance programs. The fine Tucson Sym-
phony plays regularly at the famed
Temple of Music and Art.

The Fine Arts Show and Photo Work-
shop climax the year's activities in the
visual arts with exhibitions and sympo-
siums. Tucson's reputation is attracting

many fine artists who make this their

home. The Fashion Fiesta in February
displays the latest work of the South-
west's top designers.

Spring Training activities of the
Cleveland Indians ... the Saturday Even-
ing Forum (the nation's largest commu-
nity forum) ...the world famed rodeos
and Spanish celebrations. ..these and
more make Tucson a stimulating,
rewarding place to live. ..and work.
(For more details see opposite page.)

Teflon Insulation

To the Editor:

In a recent issue you published a

letter from J. G. Lindberg concerning

the electrical properties of wire insulated

with "Teflon" (R) TFE-fluorocarbon resin

at elevated temperatures. The letter left

an erroneous impression that the electrical

properties of 'Teflon" TFE resins were
greatly reduced at temperatures above

730°F.

We have run very extensive heat aging

tests on wire insulated with 'Teflon"

TFE resin and find that it is continuously

serviceable at 260°C (500°F). It is also

serviceable for finite times at temperatures

above 500°F as shown by the attached

graph.

HEAT AGING
INSULATION LIFE «. TEMPERATURE

The table shows other typical values

of dielectric strength at elevated tempera-

tures. The values of the hours of ex-

pected life for hook-up wire have been

substantiated for magnet wire insulated

with "Teflon" TFE resins by other lab-

oratories. It is interesting to note that

at a temperature of 735 °F the weight loss

of "Teflon" TFE resin is extremely small.

Its value is 0.071% per hour.

As a practical test we have subjected

various samples of wire to overload cur-

rents. A coil of AWG #22 wire insulated

with "Teflon" TFE resin and fabricated

to conform to MIL-W-7139B construction

was subjected to a current of 25 amps.
The exterior of the insulation reached a

temperature in excess of 425 °C in 35
seconds. The temperature of the conductor

was not measured.
Although vapors were evident, the

wire continued to carry the current with-

out fault until the test was terminated

after two minutes. Other high-tempera-

ture resins similarly tested melted and
faulted between conductors or burst into

flames in less than one minute.

From these data it is evident that wir
insulated with 'Teflon" TFE resin has.;

finite service life well above the 730*]|

value of the reference letter.

Joseph C. Reed
Applications Technologist
'Teflon"

E. I. DuPont DeNemours & Cej

Wilmington 98, Delaware

Reluctant Astronaut

To the Editor:

Rep. Leonard G. Wolf of Iowa report

this verse is circulating at the Arm;
missile center at Huntsville, Ala.:

In the missile game we've won greo

fame—
The world knows our Jupiter C
And what we've done with Explorer i

Medaris, von Braun and me.

O watch our smoke as we go fo

broke

To solve the space mystery.
We have a thirst to be there first,

Medaris, von Braun and me.

Our skill we pride, we'll travel wid
Into space so wild and free;

To the moon, then to Mars, then t

distant stars,

Medaris, von Braun and me.

When finally we've planned a spac
ship that's manned,

And they call for brave men, tw
or three,

To try first for the moon in the

metal balloon—
Call Medaris and von Braun—NO'.
ME

—Ivan the Terrible

Sincerely,

Jay Holmes,
New York, N.Y.

Oversimplified?

To the Editor:

Your editorial, "Six Lines for th

V-2," in the March 23, 1959, issue

M/R, tends to oversimplify an acute am
complex problem. M/R's Managing Edito

Don Perry, in the previous week's issut

reported that "there is grave danger tha

our military 'spec' writers may be en
dangering the nation's defense by ovei

particularizing their orders to industry.

This presents the side of the coin observe
by industry.

The six lines defining the operations

parameters for V-2 were written in despei

ation. The master plan conceived th£

World War II would be won with existin

electronics, thereby releasing precious sc;

entists and engineers for the exploitatio

of other fields. Germany, through a col

certed drive at standardization, had n
duced the military application of electro

tubes to less than two dozen types. If.

ability to cope with the Allies' advance
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what's happening in Tucson?

GUIDED MISSILE DEVELOPMENT!

ectronics brought Germany to its knees,

he frantic introduction of jet aircraft

nd the V-2 came too late.

What is the role and destiny of elec-

onics? Electronics is the key to the

jture. Militarily, electronics is the brain

bverning the muscular reflexes that parry

pd thrust the spear and whoever fails to

maintain the pace is doomed. To hasten

he pace in obtaining tomorrow's weapons
'e have resorted to the weapons system

'hich, in respect to Government Fur-

ished Equipment (GFE), provides indus-

y a relatively unencumbered approach to

le development and production of the

'eapon.

Today, our military electronics con-

lins in excess of 3000 electron tube

/pes. Further, transistors and other spe-

ial devices are running amuck. R&D and
reduction are in many cases indistin-

uishable. While I am generally in agree-

lent with the precept that secondary con-

iderations such as logistics support re-

uirements shall not obstruct weapons de-

elopment, I firmly believe that failure to

dequately consider them will cost us

early in operational availability, person-

lel and dollars.

Robert H. Byrne, LCDR, USN
208 Pacific Drive
Forrestal Village

North Chicago, 111.

Compliment of a Sort

"o the Editor:

May I congratulate you on your calm
nd intelligent editorial of March 30th.

iI/R still has a long way to go on reliable

eporting, but I now have the confidence

hat it will make the grade.

Roy E. Marquardt,
President,

Marquardt Aircraft Co.

.et's Accelerate

"o the Editor:

Maj. William C. Mannix's very interest-

ag article in your April 27 issue reminds
ae of the gag we used to throw around
ae lab a few years ago:

"Our hero rammed it to the firewall

fld accelerated to 17 microluxes."

As you may gather, a microlux is pre-

isely Maj. Mannix's "optik." We chose

ais size for the same reasons he did—

-

t's about Mach 1 and very convenient
11 the way round.

I think that it is better to use the speed

f light as the basic unit rather than

/ 1,000,000 since no new units are used,

n electronics, microfarads have been
sed for years with no trouble. They are

sually referred to as "mikes," "micro-
likes," etc. Lux actually has another
ignificance, so why not name the unit

licrolights, or perhaps, micromannixs?
In any event, don't name it after

iinstein—he's wrong.

Robert E. Span,

Ligonier, Pa.

A HUGHES-TUCSON ENGINEER puts a new

gar 3 Falcon missile through its paces

on the roller conveyor rails of an egsp

console.

With projects underway on new and

highly advanced types of guided mis-

siles, Hughes in Tucson offers assign-

ments throughout the entire spectrum

of missile research and development.

Hughes-Tucson offers permanent

positions to people with the ability and

enthusiasm to make major contri-

butions in these areas: missile systems

analysis, infrared and radar guidance

systems, electromechanical and hydrau-

lic control systems, missile test and

handling equipment.

These opportunities for professional

advancement are matched by the unique

qualities of Tucson as a place to enjoy

a fuller life. (See the advertisement on

opposite page.)

Investigate Hughes . . . and Tucson . .

.

today. Send resume to Mr. James W.

Kirchhoff at the address below.

Creating a new world with electronics

! ,

HUGHES
I 1

Tucson Engineering Laboratories

Hughes Aircraft Company
Emery Park Station, Tucson, Arizona
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NEW
PROGRAMS

have created

IMMEDIATE

OPENINGS
for top quality engineers

with experience in-

Preliminary Analysis

Aerodynamics

Flight Dynamics

Structural Dynamics

Aero-Thermodynamics

Flight Simulation

Space Communication

Space Instrumentation

Radar Systems &
Techniques

Electronic

Countermeasures

Guidance

Instrumentation

Electronics Test

Design

Computing

Reliability

Human Factors

Well paid jobs for qualified

people.

Relocating expenses paid.

For information on these
and other engineering
positions, write:

B. J. Ralph, Dept. 451 M
Missile Division

North American Aviation, Inc.

12214 Lakewood Blvd.

Downey, California

MISSILE DIVISION %
NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC.

contract awards
NASA

$24,067,500—Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc., for
development of the Thor-Delta launching
vehicle.

NAVY
$41,200,000—Bendix Aviation Corp., for work
on Talos guided missiles.

$1.700,000—Babcock Radio Engineering, Inc.,

Costa Mesa, Calif., for remote guidance
systems for shipboard control of missile
target aircraft.

$1.225.000—Summers Gyroscope Co., Santa
Monica, Calif., for gyroscopic units for
guided missiles, mainly for spring-wound
gyros for use in Bullpups (subcontracts
from The Martin Co.).

$729,662—American Bosch Arma Corp.,
Chicago Div., for Talos, Tartar and Asroc
missile switchboards and weapons direc-
tion equipment action cutout switch-
board.

$658,965—Lansdowne Steel & Iron Co.,
Morton, Pa., for Zuni rocket heads and
other items.

$320.000—Ralph T. Viola, Oxnard, Calif.,

for construction of missile handling
buildings at Naval Missile Center, Point
Mugu.

$144.998—United Aircraft Corp., Norden Div.,
for synchros.

$44,956—Thompson Ramo Wooldridge, Inc.,
for interference generators.

$43,000—Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology, for alloy development program
based on chromium for use at elevated
temperatures.

$33.300—University of California, for in-
vestigation of feasibility of shaping
ductile ceramics by methods involving
plastic flow.

$32.015—Bendix Aviation Corp., Montrose
(Pa.) Div.. for synchros.

$30.398—Collins Radio Co., for research on
high-speed wingless VTOL aircraft.

ARMY
$8,671.100—Western Electric Co., Inc., for
supplemental R&D on Nike-Zeus system.

$1.131.680—Kaminer Construction Co.,
Chamblee, Ga., for construction of des-
sicant drier system for the Propulsion
Wind Tunnel, Arnold Engineering De-
velopment Center. Tullahoma, Tenn.

$1,000.000—Temco Aircraft Corp., for wings
and elevons for the Hawk missile (a
follow-on order from Raytheon manu-
facturing Co.).

$750,000—Allied Chemical, General Chemical
Div.. for research on high-energy oxidizers
for advanced solid rocket propellants.

$709.656—McDonough Construction Co. of
Florida, Miami, for construction of
buildings and utilities at Eglin Gulf Test
Range.

$313,276—Western Electric Co., Inc., for
Nike spare parts and components (three
contracts).

$250.000—Standard Construction Co., El
Paso, Tex., for construction of telephone
cable plant at White Sands Missile Range.

$216,369—Raytheon Manufacturing Co., for
electron tubes (four contracts).

$174,818—Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator
Co., for components for Honest John
adaption kit.

$151.254—Tung-Sol Electric Co., Newark,
N.J., for electron tubes (two contracts).

$128,775—Kuthe Laboratories, Inc., Newark,
N.J.. for electron tubes.

$100,930—McGregor-Michigan Corp., Detroit,
for a complete tunnel, arc chamber and
related steel structures for the Propulsion
Wind Tunnel. Arnold Engineering De-
velopment Center, Tullahoma. Tenn.

$99.068—Motorola Inc., Phoenix, for nine
months' continuation of studies of auto-
matic plot of enemy signal origin point.

$85,240—C. F. Mayer & Co., Bethel Park, for
construction of warheading buildings for
special AAA facilities for Cincinnati De-
fense Area.

$67,442—W. R. Grace & Co., Dewey & Almy
Chemical Div., Cambridge, Mass., for a
meteorological balloon.

$61,000—Belock Instrument Corp., College
Point, N.Y.. for fabrication of engineering
test models of computer-driven reticles
for articulated telescope T171.

$58.443—Union Carbide Corp., Union Car-

bide Chemicals Co., for ethylene oxw
in government-furnished steel cylinders

$52.780—General Electric Co., for electnji
tubes.

$47,959—Belock Instrument Corp., for d]

sign, engineering and fabrication of a|
integrating gyro assemblies.

$45,700—Cohu Electronics Inc., Kin Tel Dh
San Diego, for a closed circuit televislii
system for the White Sands Missile Ran*

$40,695—The Eagle-Picher Co., Cincinnaj
for thermal batteries. 1

$34.850—Kearfott Co., Inc., for motor gel
erators.

AIR FORCE
$33.175,558—International Business Machiffl

Corp., for transistorized support macrdi
computers for SAGE air defense system

$11.400,000—ITT, Federal Div., Clifton, N.j
for duplex high-power radio amplifiers t

be used in the SAGE network.
$6,859,000—S. Patti Construction Co., Mai
Donald Construction Co., C. H. Leave
Co., and Scott Co., Kansas City, Mo., (Joil
venture) for construction of launch an
service buildings for missile launch con
plex in the vicinity of Spokane, Wash. 7

$3.000,000—Chrysler Corp., for JupiA
ground support equipment.

$2.000,000—Curtiss-Wright Corp., Metal Pro*
essing Div., for acquisition of machine!
and equipment.

$1.637.887—Litton Industries, Electron Tub)
Div., for electron tubes.

$636,713—Pan American World Airways, Im
for increase in funds (for Patrick APB'

$500,000—Ryan Aeronautical Co., for tecs
nical support of the GC-130A Drofi
Launcher/Director aircraft development
program.

$249,300—Microwave Associates, Inc., Bull

lington, Mass., for electron tubes.
$197,365—Radiation, Inc., Melbourne, Flff

for development of computing -trackiBl
group.

$167,452—General Electric Co., Defenii
Electronics Div., for telemetric dim
monitor.

$120,050—Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulate
Co., Heiland Div., Dayton, Ohio, ft

oscillographs, visicorders, subminiatuij
galvanometers and manuals.

$111,153—Hewlett-Packard Co., Palo Alfl

Calif., for signal generators.
$91.784—Haloid Xerox, Inc., Rochester, N.1
for research on high-temperature coui
plex componant development.

$78,000—Bendix Aviation Corp., Red Ban
Div., for electron tubes.

$73,189—Del Mar Engineering Laboratoriei
Los Angeles, for infrared-emitting aerir

tow target.
$65,500—Sperry Rand Corp., Remingto
Rand Univac Div., for floating paint ft)

Univac computer modification in suppon
of Project WS-133A.

$60.125—Avien, Inc., Woodslde, N.Y., ft!

product improvement on time-tempers;
ture integrators.

$59.357—AVCO Manufacturing Corp., Rtl
search and Development Div., for multipl;
path photoelectric projectile detector m
shadowgraph photograph system.

$58,317—General Electric Co., for researc
toward study of radiation damag
thresholds of the elements.

$54,695—Boston College, for research
collection, reduction and evaluation
geomagnetic field data and electric fleli

phenomena, atmospheric and terrestriai

$54,177—Republic Aviation Corp., for dl
termination of orbital motion of til

Russian Satellite 1957 Beta.
$51.646—General Electric Co., Research Lat

oratory, for research on development, tej

and fabrication of sun-azimuth pointln
platform.

$40.000—Battelle Memorial Institute, ft:

continuation of research on effect of vei
high pressure and temperature on sem:
conducting and insulating materials.

$39,848—Lightning & Transients Researc
Institute, Minneapolis, for propagatio
studies using VLF impulses, to includ
ground wave and ionospheric studies.

$35.000—University of Colorado, for study (

reflection and transmisison of materia
for radiation in the far ultraviolet.
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777/s Important News Means to You/
"Up to now, I've only dreamed of being able to use

pure tungsten . . . now it's a reality." This is a typical

reaction to the news of Fansteel's breakthrough in

the fabrication of tungsten.

It opens endless possibilities for using tungsten in

any number of products—whether it's a spectacular

missile, or a down-to-earth consumer item. Now . . .

tungsten—with its melting point of 6152° F., highest

of all metals, with its terrific strength at high tem-

peratures, with its outstanding density of .697 lbs./

cu. in.—can be exploited to the fullest.

HIGH TEMPERATURE
METALS

Because Fansteel can now fabricate pure tungsten

into almost any conceivable shape by spinning, deep

drawing, hot extrusion or forging, the design engi-

neer can count on tungsten . . .

—for greater reliability and longer life

—for even greater miniaturization

— for highest strength at extreme operating

temperatures

Want to explore the possibilities of adapting tungsten

to jour product? Fansteel engineers will be glad to

work with you. Just send print, part sample or call

in your Fansteel representative.

Only your imagination will determine what lies

ahead in the uses of tungsten.

FANSTEEL METALLURGICAL CORPORATION, north Chicago. Illinois, u.s.a.
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people

Three officials of Aerojet-General Corp.

have been tapped by the National Aero-

nautics and Space Administration for its

Research Advisory Committees. Dr. A.

L. Antonio, vice president-Chemical Divi-

sion, will serve on the Committee on

Chemical Energy Processes; Gordon

Banerian, manager, Turbo-Machinery Di-

vision, on the Committee on Mechanical

Power Plant Systems, and Lawrence L.

Gilbert, head of the Materials Depart-

ment, will head the Committee on Ma-

terials.

Three new Aerojet appointments:

Dr. Adolph Oberth, 30, son of pioneer

rocket expert Hermann Oberth, has joined

the solid-propellant research and develop-

ment staff to work on high-energy pro-

pellants. Oberth, who has always wanted

to folio v in his father's footsteps, came

to the U.S. in 1946 with a PhD in chemis-

try from the Institute of Technology at

Munich and worked for DuPont in New
Jersey.

Dr. Robert F. Brodsky, who once de-

signed the configurations for America's

atomic and hydrogen bombs, will be Sys-

tems Division Manager, Engineering Ser-

vices Department. Before joining Aerojet,

he was chief of aerodynamics at Convair,

Pomona, Calif.

Rear Adm. L. C. Baldauf, USN (Ret.),

former director of Quality Control for the

I

c,

B

M
BY

AMERICA'S

MOST COMPLETE

ELECTRICAL SERVICE

ETS-HOKIN & GALVAN
551 Mission Street, San Francisco, California

218 N. Avalon Boulevard, Wilmington, Calif.

2295 East Belt Street, San Diego, California

233 N. San Joaquin Street, Stockton, Calif.

484 Washington Street, Monterey, California
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Navy's Bureau of Ordnance, was named

technical specialist on the corporate quality

control staff.

Dr. Stanley Winkler has joined the

Technical Planning Staff in Advanced Sys-

tems Research at the

International Busi-

ness Machines
Corp.'s Military Pro-

ducts Division.
Winkler was chief,

Command Control

Systems of the Of-

fice of Naval Re-

search, where he di-

rected a study of the

WINKLER influence of satellites

and space technology on naval operations.

He also led a group which evaluated mis-

sile guidance systems and conducted an in-

vestigation of inertial navigation systems.

Robert H. Shatz has been named chief

of technical military planning in United

Aircraft Corp.'s Missiles and Space Sys-

tems division. Director for the past ten

years of the Systems Research Division of

Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory, he has

served on Pentagon study groups involv-

ing the missile defense program.

At the same time United announced

that its second George Mead Medal for

Engineering Achievement went to Thomas
Richard Quermann, chief gyro engineer

of the Norden division's Ketay depart-

ment. The medal and $2500 were award-

ed for Quermann's conception of a unique

liquid-floated gyro with mechanical tem-

perature control, and his preparation of

the design for production in less than a

year. A major step in development of

gyros for missiles and space craft, it is

now used in the Atlas, Titan, Polaris and

Snark programs.

Dr. Burton H. Colvin heads the Mathe-

matics Research Laboratory at Boeing.

Colvin succeeds Dr. Robert E. GaskeU,

who resigned to accept a post as mathe-

matics professor at Oregon State College.

Colvin joined Boeing as a mathematician

in 1951 and was appointed supervisor of

the mathematical analysis group in 1955.

John A. Drake, director of ASTRO, a

division of Mar-
quardt Aircraft Co.,

has been appointed

to the Research Ad-
visory Committee on
Chemical Energy
Processes of the Na-
tional Aeronautics

and Space Adminis-

tration.

DRAKE
Appointment of Howard E. Thompson

as supervisor of production planning and

control, and promotion of James R. Rob-

inson to engineering services administra-

tor, were announced by Technical Pro-

ducts Division of Waste King Corp. For

the past ten years Thompson was chief

inspector, quality control manager and

product engineer for National Seal Divi-

sion, Federal-Mogul-Bower Bearings, Incl

Prior to joining Waste King, Robinson]

was assistant to the director of plant opl

erations at Marquardt Aircraft Corp. 1

Alfred C. Harris has joined Commercial
Shearing and Stamp-j

ing Co., Youngs]

town, Ohio, as sales

manager for Roto-1

form products, 9
new metal-forming

service. Harris came

to Commercial from

the Metal Dynamics
Division, Cincinnati

Milling Machine Co.J

HARRIS
Robert O. Briggs was recently named!

Chief Engineer of the Electronics Divtj

sion, United ElectroDynamics, Inc. Ha
was formerly with the missile system con-j

suiting firm, Robert Briggs Associates, Incl

Richard S. Morse, Cambridge, Mass.]

newly-named Director of Army Research]

and Development, will succeed Dr. Wil]

liam H. Martin, effective June 1. Morsd

is founder and president of The Nationafi

Research Corp., Cambridge. His new job]

carries authority equivalent to an Assia

tant Secretary of the Army.

Maj. Gen. T. C. Odom (USAF Ret.j]

IBM's new director of systems manage]

ment for the Military Products Division]

was until recently commander of the San

Antonio Air Materiel Area.

Louis A. Payne has joined Lear, Inc.i

Astrionics Division, Santa Monica, Calif.;

as manager of its Engineering Division!

For the past eight years he was senioi

dynamics group engineer with Convaifl

Division of General Dynamics Corp., id

charge of flight control system analysis!

synthesis, lab development and flight tesfj

development.

Robert E. Rutherford and Bernard RJ

Linden have been named manager ana

assistant manager, respectively, of tbj

Vacuum Tube Section of CBS Laboraf

tories' Physics Department.

Eldon Overholtzer, corporate secretary

of Tamar Electronics and Pres-To-Line

Corp. of America*

f *V was appointed to

/ | the newly-created

J v- 1 position of executive
'* vice president foi

both organizations/

,--^ } Overholtzer w a I

' Jr named general man-W '"""Ir'iBB^.
ager alul secretary'

Mk*w' MH and assumed corpor

OVERHOLTZER ate responsibilities

when Pres-To-Line acquired Tamar.

Dr. Robert Bromberg has been apjj

pointed director and Arthur F. Granl

assistant director of the Propulsion Labor-

atory, Research and Development Divi-

sion, of Space Technology Laboratories,

Inc. Bromberg, who joined Space Tech-

nology Laboratories in 1958, was pre-

viously with Ramo-Wooldridge Corp.

missiles and rockets, May 4, 1959"



ENGINEERS AND SCIENTISTS

FOR COMPLETE
SPACE AND WEAPONS SYSTEMS

Rarely does a corporation of United Aircraft's stature

make available such key positions. Ordinarily these

openings would be filled from within, but as the other

divisions (Pratt & Whitney, Sikorsky, Hamilton

Standard, Norden) cannot spare additional valuable

staff men, these openings must be filled from the

outside. You will work beyond ordinary boundaries on

MISSILE AND SPACE PROJECTS
Unusual, infrequently offered, high level positions for:

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS
AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERS
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS

PHYSICISTS

Please reply to Mr. John North, Engineering Dept.

MISSILES & SPACE SYSTEMS
A Division of

UNITED AIRCRAFT CORP
431 Main Street, East Hartford, Conn.
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creative minds needed to explore new fields in Space Age Elec-

tronics. Join one of the fastest growing engineering and scientific organiza- 11

tions in the new field of Space Electronics. Thus far, Hallamore has had a

remarkable participation in nearly all of the space frontier programs . . . some I

of which are: 1. Development and manufacture of 4 tracking and telemeter-

ing stations for Explorer satellites. 2. Development and manufacture of 6

tracking and telemetering stations for United States Air Force lunar probe.

3. Development and manufacture of 4 tracking and telemetering stations

for United States Army lunar probe. 4. Ultra-sensitive receivers for atomic

cloud propagation studies. 5. Airborne reconnaissance TV system. 6. Under-

water electromagnetic wave communications studies. 7. Automatic checkout

equipment for space missiles. Such programs are on contract, and equipment I

is in field operation at the present time. If you have a highly creative mind,

with an educational background of BS to PHD and an active interest in

theory, circuit development, or project engineering, we invite you to join our

outstanding team, to search into the future and to share in the rewards of

Hallamore's dynamic growth. For further information, please write or call:
]

Frank W. Lynch, V. P. Engineering, Hallamore Electronics Company, 8352

Brookhurst Avenue, Anaheim, California / Prospect 4-1010 : a division of

The Siegler Corporation.



ropulsion engineering

Hydrazine formation from ammonia now can be more clearly

iderstood, thanks to University of Utah chemists who have defined

e processes that occur in ammonia under high-frequency discharge,

ley also report, in the journal Industrial & Engineering Chemistry,

e controlling factors in producing hydrazine from ammonia, and

relationship between the nature of the spark and the amount of

is decomposed by it.

Maximum hydrazine yield is about 4-6 grams/ kilowatt hour,

ictors which control the yield are gas flow rate, pressure, discharge

irrent and electrode gap size. The work was done by W. Hoyt
aderson, now with Aerojet-General; B. J. Zwolinski, currently at

arnegie Tech; and R. B. Parlin, now with Operations Research,

c. Understanding and possible control of the mechanism of hydra-

ae's direct synthesis from ammonia could lead to wider availability

id drastic price reduction.

Hydrazine makes news in Germany, also, as Farbenfabriken

lyer reveals a new process for recovering the material from lean

ater solutions. The patented technique pulls hydrazine from solu-

mis containing as little as 1% hydrazine by weight. German chemists

ix the water waste with cyclohexanone, precipitating dicyclohexyli-

jne hydrazine. An acid then splits off the corresponding hydrazine

It from which hydrazine is released by action of a hydroxide. In

•actice, the Germans say, the technique is simple and cheap—and

1 hydrazine can be recovered.

Transistors operate at 1800T in an inert or reducing atmos-

lere, 1480°F in air, when they are made of boron phosphide. So
ported Monsanto Chemical's Forrest V. Williams at the recent Amer-
an Chemical Society national meeting. He also revealed a way to

•epare the high-purity boron phosphide by reacting boron trichlor-

e, phosphorus, and hydrogen at a high temperature. Most present

ansistors are germanium or silicon. Germanium works at tempera-

ires up to 160°F, silicon up to 300°F. Boron phosphide is a very

ard, refractory-like material which is not attacked by most corrosive

gents.

Cheaper titanium will result from a new process developed by
rmour Research Foundation. The key is a cold chlorination of

>wer-grade ilmenite ores and crude scrap. This produces the actual

arting material—potassium chlorotitanate. From this, ARF can

roduce not only the metal, but also two other major products: titan-

im dioxide and titanium tetrachloride. Besides using low-grade ores

id scrap, and producing three needed items from one starting ma-
irial, the process also may result in cutting other in-plant costs. This

. just a continuation of research that is gradually lowering the price

f this corrosion-resistant metal. Titanium now sells for around

1.85/lb. A year ago it was $2.25, and five years ago it sold for

5.00.

Beryllium prices may head down, also, again thanks to a new
search development. Sylvania-Corning Nuclear Corporation has de-

sloped a continuous process for beryllium amalgam production,

he process, still in the laboratory stage, is a simpler and more direct

)ute to the metal than techniques used at present. Sylvania's Be-

nalgam is produced continuously by electrolysis. In present industry

ractice, beryllium fluoride is reduced by magnesium to tiny metal

ills which must be ground and then fabricated by powder metallurgy

chniques. With the new process, beryllium shapes can be made
rectly from the amalgam.

"If you would like to be a member
of a select corps of Engineers,
working for an interesting, grow-
ing company . . in one of the
country's most stimulating areas
. . I invite you to write to Temco.
Temco's growth is sound and
planned, its products are diversi-

fied and challenging, our facilities

are modern. Every benefit, for you
professionally and in good living
for you and your family, is here.
Below are some of the areas in

which jobs are open now."

ANTENNA DEVELOPMENT

Graduate Electronics Engineer or

Physicist to perform analysis and de-

sign of antenna, microwave, and pro-

pagation systems for use in missile

guidance and reconnaissance. Individ-

ual will be responsible for performing

investigations in new types and con-

cepts of transmitting and receiving an-

tennas for both pulsed and CW signals,

and the adaptations of these studies

to current use in Electronic Develop-

ment projects.

SENIOR FIELD SERVICE ENGINEER

Openings exist for a graduate Elec-

tronics Engineer with five years' ex-

perience in radar systems develop-

ment, to be responsible for technical

assistance and maintenance of Temco
hardware in the field. Recent industry

or military electronics experience with

any of the following types of radar

equipment is necessary. APS-20E,

APS-45, FPS-20, FPS-8, FPS-6, MPS-
11. The Field Engineer will coordinate

the operation and application of the

equipment to field uses with the En-

gineering Development sections.

Write BILL G. HICKEY

Supervisor Technical Employment

Room 305M, P. 0. Box 6191

AIRCRAFT CORPORATION • DALLAS 22, TEXAS
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Where space is

important . .

.

westronics

DUAL PEN 5"

RECORDING

POTENTIOMETER

BOTH PENS RECORDING
FULL SCALE

FEATURING

SMALL SIZE
• Only 25% the size of old

line instruments

• Two recorders will mount

in standard relay panel

VERSATILITY
• Minimum span— 1 MV
• Plug in ranges, MV or TC

• Chart drives, synchronous

and/or selsyn, with large

selection of chart speeds

• Marker pens, L and/or R

• Limit switches

• Transmitting slidewires

Also available: One and two
pen 11" recorders

3605 McCART STRJEET • FORT WORTH, TEXAS

west coast industry

by Fred S. Hunter

The California Assembly has passed the bill which will make i

possible for counties to tax machines or materials owned by thi(

Federal Government but used by defense plants. The chances an

better than 50-50 that the Senate will concur and something like $35(1

million in property will go back on the tax rolls.

There are two sides to the question of exempting Federal propert!

in defense plants from local taxes. Take, for example, Convair-Astro
nautics' plant at San Diego, for which the government supplied mosj

of the machinery and equipment. The City of San Diego can't tail

this government property, but it was faced with finding the money ti

build new access roads to the plant to serve the employes.

On the other hand, any local taxes Convair-Astronautics migb!

have to pay on this government-owned property would be reflect&l

in increased costs of the Atlas missile. And the Air Force, concervj

ably, could tell Astronautics it would have to go someplace elscl

where taxes are lower, to build the ICBM.
j

Most tax people seem to feel that once the legalities of the possen

sory interest tax are spelled out in California other states will follov

suit and a more-or-less uniform formula eventually will be applie

throughout the country. But there is also the chance that some statel

may seize this as an opportunity to attract defense business to theii

borders.

One Assemblyman, seeking to amend the tax bill to soften th

effect, argued that the tax would drive defense industry from tt

state. It won't be this bad, but there's no doubt that the dollar amoui

is big enough for consideration in evaluating a contract price or tl

location of a plant. At the going rate of the defense industry in Cal

fornia, the law change means a tax boost of approximately $20 mi 1

lion a year.

Radioplane's contract from McConnell Aircraft Corp. for desig

development and test of a landing system and post-landing equi)!

ment for the man-in-space capsule, Project Mercury, calls for 2j

units. This division of the Northrop Corp. also will provide eiglJ

landing and recovery units for the National Aeronautics & Spai|

Administration for early space age tests. It is interesting to note thl

Radioplane's approach to the problem is simple and straightforwar

It has been developing recovery systems for drones for years and ij

engineers know the lines to follow.

Douglas Aircraft Co. makes most of the ground equipment f
J

the Thor IRBM—including the shelters which roll automatically <

wheels mounted on tracks—at Long Beach, where it has big hangaj

rather than at Santa Monica, where the missile itself is assemble

The shelters, which cost $286,000 each, contribute a large share •

the Air Force's airlift of the Thor to the United Kingdom. They'

shipped in prefab form and weigh 100,000 pounds each.

Willis M. Hawkins, assistant general manager of Lockheed's M>

sile and Space Division, is another who feels it wise to keep t

public informed on missile and space projects. Only in this way,

says, will voters learn to appreciate the need for these projects a

understand the reasons behind their huge costs.

Use of North American Aviation's Rocketdyne facilities for bac

ground in a Desilu Production film prompted local speculation foi

new TV series titled "I Love Liquids."
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Adam Makes Comeback in Mercury
by Paul Means

Washington—A governmental ax-

m of long standing is that a project

jected one year may be accepted the

:xt if submitted to a different govern-

ental agency in a slightly different

This certainly is the case with the

rmy's Project Adam man-in-space

:nture, (M/R, June, 1958, p. 40)

hich was turned down cold by the

epartment of Defense last year, but

tiich now forms the nucleus of the

ational Aeronautics and Space Ad-
inistration's Project Mercury.

Under Project Adam, the Army
Duld have sent an astronaut 100 miles

> in a ballistic missile trajectory with

Redstone, and brought him back to

rth with drogue parachutes.

Planning on Adam began in the

ill of 1957, but was turned down by

OD last summer because the X-15
cket plane would have been ready

about the same time.

Now NASA's Project Mercury has

corporated Project Adam as one of

; preliminary steps.

After the Mercury space capsule

is been aerodynamically tested on top

the four Thiokol Sergeant rocket-

ustered Little Joe vehicles, it will

: tested on top of a modified Red-

one with animal passengers over the

tlantic Missile Range.

The seven Mercury astronauts could

ke their Redstone-powered rides down
e Atlantic Missile Range as early as

nuary, 1960.

• Reliable Redstone—Redstone was
iginally picked for Project Adam
id subsequently selected for Project

'ercury because of its proven reli-

>ility.

The modified Redstone (Jupiter-C

mfiguration, minus the upper staging

rangement and Hydyne fuel) will

ive approximately a 4500 to 5000
et/sec. velocity at power cutoff when
e nose section separates.

The Redstone will carry its pas-

Ingers to an altitude of 100 miles and
DO miles down range.

The capsule will come to a near

indstill at the apex of its ballistic tra-

:tory, gaining a speed of about 5000
et/sec. when it re-enters the atmos-

lere. Two or three automatic drag

irachutes will slow the capsule down
id a parachute will be deployed at an

titude of 7000 feet. The capsule's

itro-rockets will be fired for test pur-

ges only.

' Redstone will subject the astronaut

at least six minutes of combined
:gative g's and complete weightless-

:ss. Total flight time from launch to

return to earth will be from 10 to 12

minutes.

• Test plans—First Jupiter firings

of the capsule, which is the next step

in Project Mercury development, could

come by the end of 1959. These shots

are to test the aerodynamic qualities of

the capsule and the reliability of the

retro-rockets at velocities approaching

those to which the Atlas vehicle will

subject the capsule.

Final testing before manned flight

will be with the Atlas launcher itself.

The capsule will be sent into orbit and

recovered, alone and with animals,

many times before man will be sent

along as its passenger.

• Actual flight—The manned cap-

sule will be launched at Cape Canav-

eral into an orbit with an inclination

of about 30 degrees north of east.

(See M/R, Nov. 10, 1958, p. 14.)

The escape system, consisting of

forward thrust vernial rockets and sup-

port framework, will be ejected after

separation of the Atlas nose cone in-

strumentation from the booster sec-

tion. Orbit will be almost completely

circular with an apogee of 120 nauti-

cal miles and a perigee of 1 10 nautical

miles.

The astronaut will be traveling for-

ward during the accelerating phase of

the flight and backward during the re-

entry deceleration phase. A heavy

metal shield at the passenger's back
will absorb or radiate the aerodynamic

heat of re-entry.

• Controls—Attitude (pitch and
yaw) and roll jets will position the

capsule for proper re-entry. They can

also be operated manually by the as-

tronaut after re-entry.

The retro-rockets will be fired at

the beginning of the re-entry path, or

during ascension if it is determined

that the booster will not reach orbital

speed.

When the capsule has decelerated

to a velocity of Mach 1, a drogue
parachute will be deployed to provide

additional dynamic stability.

Two landing parachutes will be

provided in case one should fail. The
first will be deployed at an altitude

high enough to allow time for the

deployment of a second if necessary.

Sinking speed will be 30 feet/ sec. with

a theoretical impact altitude of 5000

feet.

*m& and miABU
New!

*k W. HAYD0N COMPANY'S

TRANSISTORIZED SUB-MINIATURE

ELECTRONIC TIME DELAY RELAYS!

SAVE SPACE AND WEIGHT!
Miniature Sub-Miniature
Series Series

Cross Section l'/l»" x l%" %" x m4
"

Length 2'A" long 2" long

Weight 6 ounces 3 ounces

Bulletin Bulletin

WRITE FOR: AWH TD-503 AWH TD-504
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EMPLOYMENT

I Specifications
I Engineers

Lockheed Missiles and Space Division has important

positions in specifications engineering at its facilities on

the San Francisco Peninsula.

Technical degree or equivalent required, with experi-

ence in the preparation, coordination and negotiation of

subsystem specifications, military documentation, speci-

fications requirements, and technical writing.

Please send resume to: Research and Development

Staff, 962 W. El Camino Real, Dept. E4-29, Sunnyvale,

California. U.S. citizenship required.

I Lockheed
MISSILES AND SPACE DIVISION

Sunnyvale, California

when and where
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MAY
Institute of Radio Engineers, 11th Na-

tional Aeronautical Electronics Con-
ference, Dayton, Ohio, May 4-6.

Instrument Society of America, 5th Na-
tional Instrumentation Flight Test

Symposium, Olympic Hotel, Seattle,

May 4-8.

International Scientific Radio Union,
Spring Meeting, Willard Hotel, Wash-
ington, D.C., May 5-7.

1959 Electronic Components Conference,
Benjamin Franklin Hotel, Philadel-

phia, May 6-8.

Institute of Radio Engineers, Seventh
Regional Conference and Trade Show,
University of New Mexico, Albuquer-
que, May 6-8.

Armed Forces Day, Observances sched-
uled throughout week of May 9-17.

Aviation Writers Association, 21st An-
nual Meeting and News Conference,
Washington and Willard Hotels, Wash-
ington, D.C., May 10-16.

The Atomic Energy Commission, Tech-
nical Information Meeting on Test Re-
actors, National Reactor Testing Sta-
tion, Idaho Falls, Idaho, May 13-15.

Society of Aircraft Materials and Proces-
sing Engineering-Eastern Div., Spring
Meeting, Hotel Statler, New York City,

May 15.

Space Medicine Electronics Symposium,
Franklin Institute, Philadelphia, May
18.

50

Society of Aeronautical Weight Engineers,

18th Annual National Conference,
Hotel Henry Grady, Atlanta, May
18-24.

American Institute of Electrical Engineers,

Middle Eastern District, Satellite

Tracking Session, Lord Baltimore

Hotel, Baltimore, May 19-21.

The Society for Experimental Stress An-
alysis, 1959 National Spring Meeting,

Sheraton Park Hotel, Washington,
D.C., May 20-22.

Instrument Society of America, 1959 Ohio
Valley Instrument and Automation
Exhibit and Symposium, Cincinnati

Section, Music Hall, Cincinnati, May
21-22.

Institution of Electrical Engineers, The
Radio and Telecommunication Section,

International Transistor Exhibition and
Convention, Earl's Court, London,
May 21-27.

American Rocket Society, Institute of the

Aeronautical Sciences, American In-

stitute of Electrical Engineers and the

Instrument Society of America, "In-

vestigation of Space" Conference,
Brown Palace and Cosmopolitan
Hotels, Denver, May 25-27.

National Missile Industry Conference,
sponsored by The National Rocket
Club in cooperation with Electronic

Industries Association, Sheraton Park
Hotel, Washington, D.C., May 25-27.

CLASSIFIED

Missile Photos—For your office, den or col

lection. We produce B&W and color print
slides, murals, and display photographs.
For catalog and sample slide send 351 *o-

Camber Company, Box 1051, Cocoa, Florid;

AN FITTINGS & HARDWARE
Stainless, Aluminum, Brass, SUat. All sixes—

|

immediate delivery from world's largest shelf stock.

Buy direct from manufacturer. Lower prices

—

Quicker service. Send for free wall charts showing
complete line of AN St MS fittings and hardware.
We also machine parts to your own special print

COLLINS ENGINEERING CORPORATION
9050 Washington Blvd., Culver City, California

!
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Avco and a Modern Minuteman— Recent work at Avco led to a solution of the missile reentry prob-

lem, and to production of the nose cone for the Air Force Titan ICBM. Now the Air Force announces

a development program for Minuteman , a solid fuel missile that will be capable of instantaneous firing with no

preparatory fueling delays. Its nose cone, too, will come from Avco's Research and Advanced Development

and Lycoming Divisions . . . implementing this modern Minuteman's vigilant defense of our shores.

VCO MAKES THINGS BETTER FOR AMERICA AVCO CORPORATION 750 THIRD AVENUE, NEW YORK 17, N.Y.



Partners in
j

High-Power Electronics . .

.

Vibration and High-Intensity
Sound Testing!

r\n iT^

Ling acquires Altec Companies, Inc.!

The acquisition of the Altec Companies by Ling Elec-
tronics provides the most experienced and successful

combination of talent and facilities available today in

high-power electronics.

LING, as one of the largest manufacturers of vibration

testing systems (including power generators, control

equipment and electrodynamic shakers) is also a major
factor in the development and manufacture of high-

power sonar systems and VLF communication
equipment.

ALTEC, long a leader in loudspeakers, transducers and
high-fidelity sound, has led the way in high-intensity

acoustic systems.

Together, LING/ALTEC provide matched acoustic sys-

tems which extend the range and flexibility of vibration

testing to meet the most challenging problems of our age.

ALTEC COMPANIES, INC.
. . . Leader in high-fidelity sound
and high-intensity acoustic systems.

LING ELECTRONICS, INC.
. . . First in vibration systems and other
applications of high-power electronics.

125 Field Engineers Throughout the Nation For Efficient Service!

Now. . . faster, better service for users of Ling and
Altec equipment is assured by a new network of

service offices. Altec Service Company field engi-

neers in cities from coasl-to-coast will assume
servicing responsibilities for Ling and Altec prod-
ucts and systems.

LING ELECTRONICS, INC. 9937 West Jefferson Blvd. • Culver City, Calif. • TExas 0-7711




